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Science and technology have created a new way of life 
which has turned from the formal to the casual way of doing 
things . Merchants,  for example , realizing this ,  developed 
the self-service idea--an idea which has been adapted by 
many libraries and other institutional services .  Foremos t  
i i i  
i n  the developments are those in mass conununication,  particu­
larly in television programs and magazines with their emphas is 
on visual conununication augmented with the spoken or written 
word . All of this has had and is having an influence on what 
people expect and look for . They have become conditioned to 
the new ways of doing things and find it di fficult to accept 
traditional methods and techniques . The teacher must realize 
this fact since traditional teaching is los ing its effective­
ness in the face of new innovations . Education must adopt 
some of the new mass conununication techniques in order to keep 
up with the pace . At the same time it must deal with the 
recent population explosion . However both mas s  production and 
mas s  conununication result in too much standardization and 
conformity . It has been left to the arts to save this 
s ituation and to develop some new techniques that can be 
presented and learned in an artistic manner . This paper 
attempts to point out some of these techniques . 
iv 
It must also be noted that science and technology have 
created new shapes and forms that have given us a new world 
of  vision .  Often these new forms conflict with what one 
has been accustomed to and thus the security of the familiar 
is  upset . The conflict between the old and the new has , in 
part, become a visual conflict and must be resolved by new 
types of learning and experiences . One of the purposes 
of this paper is to explore various methods of learning the 
new language of vision . There is a great necessity for doing 
this if one is to understand and appreciate this modern age . 
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This paper is  based on a number of premises which are 
as follows : 
1 .  All clas s experiences should approximate aes thetic 
experiences . 
2 .  Teaching as a whole should be based on the 
principles of art . 
3 .  Teaching should employ visual means since the 
subj ect, art, is visual . 
4 .  Art appreciation cannot b e  taught until the 
student can 11see . 11 It is after the student 
develops a deep perception that he is able to 
appreciate .  
This paper, a s  suggested above, i s  multi-purpose and 
therefore considers a number of things for investigation . 
However the primary purpose is  to cons ider basic principles 
for teaching art appreciation and ways and means that could 
be used .  Each part o f  this paper discusses ideas that the 
author considers essential for an art appreciation program 
and points out problems that the teacher must deal witho 
The first chapter of this paper discusses various 
aspects of art appreciation. Ideas presented here are 
necessary for understanding art and for developing ideas 
about teaching appreciation . The second chapter points out 
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the fact that art appreciation suffers from the lack of good 
books that could be used as texts for the student or as 
methods books for the teacher . some examples have been c ited 
to show what has been done in developing an improved type of 
textbook. Ideas and suggestions are given by various authors 
on what improvements can yet be made as well as on the 
nature of the ideal book. The author of the paper analyzed 
some fifty to seventy-five books related to art appreciation 
that were cons idered to be representative of what is generally 
published before developing ideas for this chapter . The main 
point to be made is that if new theories and tested ideas are 
applied a new and better book can be developed which is more 
in keeping with the nature of art and art appreciation.  
S ince teachers of  art inevitably deal with perception, 
chapter three is devoted to this topic .  The area of percep­
tion is of vital concern s ince it helps explain the visual 
process and ideas related to it. Most of the latest ideas 
and research were considered and this chapter is a short 
summary of recent findings and ideas that should help the 
teacher . 
The fourth chapter is devoted to communication because 
it is felt that all of teaching is  a process of communication 
and further that all art communicates . Because the art 
teacher must deal with the spoken word and the visual obj ect, 
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bOth are discuss ed as well as their interaction . It is the 
author ' s  opinion tha� especially in teaching, these two areas 
can hardly be separated. It cannot be denied that the teacher 
cannot teach if  he cannot communicate.  Likewise the use of 
the visual obj ect is  ineffective i f  communication does not 
occur .  Further the communication o f  the visual obj ect holds 
the indespens ible message for the student of art . There fore, 
the nature of thes e  types of communication must be well under­
stood by the art teacher . 
Chapter five is  concerned with the art teacher, the 
person who makes or breaks an art appreciation program. 
Methods of teaching are discus s ed and new techniques for 
teaching are introduced . Many opinions and evaluations on 
teaching are related from the writings of both educators in 
general and art educators .  The latest research in education 
has been used . A basic philosophy for teaching art appreciation 
is developed here.  
The last chapter is a synthes is of  all  ideas given and 
is an attempt to show how a practical program can be developed 
from the ideas previously suggested .  I t  is  not intended that 
anyone should use this program completely but the purpos e  is 
to show the teacher how he can use suggested ideas , methods , 
and techniques .  Chart form i s  used in order that the reasons 
why certain things are done is clear to the reader . 
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It is not intended that this paper should be a "how 
to do it" manual but rather it is hoped that suggestions given 
can be adapted to each teacher's program in order to improve 
the process of teaching and learning . 
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"Art is the most complex, vitalizing, and c ivilizing 
of human actions . Thus it is of biological necessity.  Art 
sensitizes man to the best that is inunanent in him through an 
intens ified expression involving many layers of experience. 
out of them art forms a unified manifestation, like dreams 
which are composed of the most diverse source material 
subconsciously crystallized .  It tries to produce a balance 
of the s ocial, intellectual and emotional existence :  a syn­
thesis of attitudes and opinions, fears and hopes . 
" Art has two faces, the biological and the s ocial, the 
one toward the individual and the other toward the group . 
By expressing fundamental validities and common problems , art 
can produce a feeling of coherence .  This i s  its social 
function which leads to a cultural synthesi s  as well as a 
continuation of human civilization . 
" Today, lacking the patterning and refinement of 
emotional impulses through the arts,  uncontrolled, inarticu­
late and brutally destructive ways of release have become 
commonplace.  Unused energies , subconscious frustrations , 
create the psychopathic borderline cases of neurosis . Art 
as eh"Pres sion of the individual can be a remedy by sublimation 
of aggressive impulses . Art educates the receptive faculties 
and it revitalizes the creative abi lities . In this way art 
is rehabilitation therapy through which confidence in one ' s  
creative power can be restored . " 
Maholy Nagy 
CHAPTER I 
WHl\T IS ART APPRECIATION 
It is a difficult task to determine exactly what is  
meant by art appreciation because there are no definite 
formulas or statements that define it . Yet, there are 
certain avenues of ideas that may be followed . F irst, it 
seems reasonable to attac1c the problem, "'What is art ?" in 
order to determine what is to be appreciated ;  then, ideas 
about art appreciation can be developed . 
What is  Art 
Philosophers and writers down through history have 
developed various ideas about art . Plato described art as 
a form of play as wel l  as imitation. ( 84, pp . 664-665) 
Aristotle viewed art from the standpoint of catharsis . ( 65,  
p.  1339)  Art during the Middle Ages was used almost entire­
ly for religious purposes : that is didactically, but the 
Renaissance writers ins isted that art improve on the beauty 
of nature . Kant said that art must be the expression of 
truth, and that every volitional interest must be excluded 
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from it . Yet writers of the C lassic period asserted that 
moral values alone made it art ; Schiller , like Kant, declared 
that art was beyond moral restrictions . Delacroix thought 
that the most beautiful works of art were those which expressed 
the pure fantasy of the artist, and the Nineteenth Century 
Realists held that art should teach man to accept humbly 
Nature ' s  manifest superiority . Actually, the seemingly 
contradictory ideas which have been expres sed are right insofar 
as every one of them sheds a light on art from a different 
angle--an angle which always happens to be a viewpoint from 
which their time saw art and tried to create art . ( 9 ,  pp . 11-1 2 )  
Helen Gardner states that a work o f  art is a form 
created by the artist out of human experience . She also says 
that art is a part of the culture which produced it . It exists 
in time, and its form reflects the forces of a particular time-­
social, economic, pol itical,  and religious . This is what 
gives art its particular form or style.  A mode or style, 
however, like time, is  never static so that a work of art may 
conform to the prevailing style, revert to a previous style, or 
look ahead to future or new styles . ( 31 ,  pp . 1-2 ) But art is  
more than styl e .  I t  has been said that " art is anything made 
by mankind that solves a problem in a way characteristic of the 
maker . "  ( 9 8, p .  3 )  
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All too often the layman thinks of art as a recording 
of natural beauty or the imitation of natural appearances as 
accurately as manual skill permits . The critic who disagrees 
is concerned with more than surface appearances and is 
interested in the validity of human experience as it inter­
prets reality . Goethe said, "Art is art because it is not 
nature,  .. and Paul G .  Konody has written that,  "Art begins where 
the artist departs from strict imitation of nature,  imposing 
upon her a rhythm ( or order ) of his own creation, according 
to his own sense of f itness . "  ( 7 ,  p .  7 )  Clive B ell states 
that, "A work of art is an obj ect beautiful or significant, 
in itself ,  nowise dependent for its value on the outside 
world, capable by itself of provoking in us that emotion 
which we call aesthetic . " ( 11 ,  p .  412)  Nature is the artist's 
inexhaustible source of inspiration, but the laws which govern 
the work of art are wholly independent from the laws of nature . 
( 29,  v. 2 ,  p .  441)  
It  can readily be seen that teaching appreciation of  
art largely depends on one's idea of art . Seldom do the ideas 
of the artist and philosophers agree, as revealed in such 
books as those by Gilbert and Kuhn, ( 3 3 ) , Rader , ( 86) , Myers, 
( 74) , Longman, ( 60 ) , Collingwood, ( 20 ) , and Parker , ( 7 9 ) , yet 
a synthesis of their concepts often helps in aiding one's 
understanding of art . Such a synthesis has been partially 
developed by Monroe ( 7 2 )  who listed the following six points 
in defining art : 
1 .  
2 .  
3 .  





skill in making or doing 
skill in expressing and 
a product of such skill 
main divisions of human 
communicating 
culture 
5 .  As an " art, " such as music or painting, requiring 
a particular skill and technique 
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6 .  As a quality, particularly the design and composi­
tional aspects, as related to planning and 
arranging . ( 7 2 ,  p .  518)  
To these may be added Dewey's idea of art as an aesthetic 
experience, ( 2 6,  Ch . III)  which is the seventh way in which 
art may be regarded . 
The Nature of Art Appreciation 
Many books have been written on the subj ect of art 
appreciation--all purporting to help one appreciate art ; yet, 
having examined them, one has little idea as to what art 
appreciation is . Here,  the stumbling block is the world 
" appreciation . "  It is the purpose of this section to develop 
a few ideas that can be resolved into a "working" concept of 
art appreciation . 
Definitions . Webster defines appreciation as follows : 
The action of appreciating . • •  Awareness or 
perception especially of aesthetic value, or to 
be sensitive to the aesthetic values • • • Appreciate 
in discriminating use, implies sufficient under­
standing to admire or enj oy a thing's excellence 
but, in looser use, may imply merely warm admira­
tion or enj oyment • • •  " ( 104 ) 
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In analyzing this definition, a number of words and 
phrases come to the fore:  " awareness, " "perception , "  
" aesthetic value, " " sensitivity t o  aesthetic values , u  " dis­
crimination, " "understanding, 11 "enj oyment, "  and " warm admira-
tion . "  These indicate,  i n  part, the nature o f  art appreciation . 
Art appreciation, according to Pepper, is " • • •  the 
liJdng of things for themselves . "  ( 83 ,  p .  4) Langer explains 
that the aesthetic e�'Perience unites and transforms' one ' s  
conception of feelings and conceptions of visual,  factual,  and 
audible reality into " forms of imagination" and " forms of 
feeling" which are inseparable . She further states that such 
an experience , which either gives rise to or is the result 
of appreciation , has the force of a revelation and inspires 
or engenders a feeling of deep intellectual satisfaction,  
although it elicits no conscious intellectual work . ( 5 6 ,  p .  397 ) 
Aesthetic satisfactions . Hungerland believes that a per­
cipient' s aesthetic satisfaction results from his becoming 
aware of the successful functioning of design principles . The 
successful or unsuccessful functioning of components cannot be 
determined without Jmowledge of the aesthetic obj ective which 
is accomplished by the process of critical evaluation . This 
determination is inevitable in the process of creating works 
of art as well as in response to art described as " appreciation • • • " 
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( 45 ,  p .  4 56)  In this view design principles are an important 
part of appreciation . 
Approaching the problem of appreciation from an 
analytical point of view,  Munroe says that the movement toward 
a descriptive study of form begins whenever one makes an 
effort to perceive a work of art clearly and to explain his 
feelings toward it by trac ing them to specific observable 
details in the obj ect . This idea is a sort of middle ground 
between two e:h'tremes--that of broad evaluative terms such as 
" beauti ful" or " ugly" to describe a work, or the other extreme 
of giving a rigorously obj ective account of a work of art . 
( 7 3 ,  p .  18)  
It is therefore necessary for aesthetics to observe 
and describe the various forms of art, not entirely apart from 
human responses to them, but in their own right as distinctive 
stimuli .  The experimental way to do this is to take as 
starting points the affects of "tertiary qualities, " roughly 
distinguished by critical terms� then to work gradually toward 
a more distinct recognition of those factors in the stimulus 
which helped to determine them. ( 7  3 ,  p .  19)  
The aesthetic attitude . Returning to Pepper , one notes that 
he speaJ{.s of the " appreciative attitude" and contrasts it to 
the 1 practical" and " analytical" attitudes . He points out 
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that to appreciate an obj ect a delight must be found in it 
for just the thing it is in the observer's perception . The 
spectator must get away from thinking of the obj ects use; if 
these practical and analytical attitudes are kept off to one 
side and the emotional responses are kept keen, almost 
inevitably the obj ect perceived will be appreciated . It will 
be either liked or disliked for itself ;  i f  it is liked, it is 
an obj ect of appreciation . To a certain extent then, i f  the 
spectator brings some readiness to appreciate,  it is within 
his power to find things beautiful or pleasing . {83 , Ch . I )  
This idea can be further illustrated by a story of an 
artist who tells about himself and two friends climbing a 
mountain trail . The artist pointed out a particularly 
massive and colorful boulder to his two companions . One,  
a geologist , was indifferent to his interests, but discussed 
the rock's probable history . The other, a student of 
German literature,  remarked that Goethe had been keenly 
interested in rock formations . Each had carried his conception 
of boulders up the mountain with him and had it ready and 
waiting for use . These conceptions, moreover, were offshoots 
of a larger and continuing point of view .  Throughout the 
ascent the geologist unconsciously described whatever he saw 
in geological terms, while the scholar of literature continued 
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t o  see the mountains and valleys through the eyes of poets 
and writers . For one, nature was illustrating science: for the 
other , it was illustrating literature . It is apparent then 
that this phenomenon of appreciation,  j ust described, follows 
a universal pattern which has a direct bearing on creative 
activity . ( 7 ,  p .  39)  
Levels of � appreciation . Levels of art appreciation have 
been distinguished by Pepper . These so-called relative levels 
range from extreme subj ectivism to extreme absolutism. They 
are :  1 )  individual relativity ( i n  which one's likes and 
disliJces are purely a personal affair ) ; 2 )  cultural rela­
tivity ( in which one's taste is determined by his culture ) :  
3 )  biological relativity ( in which human likes and dislikes 
are relative to human nature) ; and 4) absolutism (beauty of an 
obj ect is independent of man's response to it, as in the case 
of the Greeks ) . These four levels play an important part in 
the teaching and consideration of art appreciation . ( 83 ,  pp . 5 -8) 
Comments £y,, authorities in the field . Some writers like 
van Loon ( 10 3 ,  pp . 1 3-14) and Baldinger ( 8) believe that art 
cannot be taught, or as Baldinger states , " The appreciation of 
art cannot really be taught . "  ( 8, p .  3 )  others , such as Max 
Schoen, feel that, "The first requisite for the aesthetic 
enj oyment of a work of art is a proper respect for it, which 
is cultivated by an honest effort to understand it • • •  " ( 94, 
p. 25)  In between these two views are many ideas as to how 
one may acquire an appreciation for art . 
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Berenson simply believes that we should learn to " • • • admire 
and cherish the work of art for its intrinsic qualities and 
not because of its attributes • • •  " ( 10 ,  p .  100)  P earson holds 
that those 
• • •  who take time to see the pictures they look at 
and who then call on all their facilities of aware­
ness actually perceive the full range of values 
which pictures have to offer . These people experience 
pictures . ( 82 ,  p .  3 )  
'rh.is is comparable to Dewey ' s  concept o f  art as experience .  
( 2 6,  pp . 35-58) Pearson continues that active participation 
in the arts is a necessary experience and one of the most 
effective ways to understand and appreciate art . ( 82 ,  p .  xvi )  
For McMahon, art appreciation should b e  considered at three 
levels: sensation,  technique, and form. ( 66, p .  108) Riley 
_believes that art appreciation is not so much a matter of 
appreciation in the usual sense of the word but one of 
discovery: "'rhe discovery is in recognizing and understanding 
the underlying values so that we can enj oy those works for 
ourselves . •• ( 89 ,  p .  xix) 
The philosopher Edman states that the ultimate purpose 
of art is to " • • •  interpret, clarify,  and intensify one ' s  
experiences with art and through them one's experi ences in 
life . " ( 2 8, p .  2 3 )  To teach one this special language of 
appreciation, Kepes has written the book, entitled THE 
LANGUAGE OF VIS ION. (48)  Other writers, such as Baldinger 
( 8, Ch . 1 , 2 ) , Taylor ( 101,  Ch . I ) , and Pepper ( 83 ,  P t .  I I ,  
Ch . 3 ,  4 ,  5 ,  6) express similar points o f  view .  
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F inally, to'look at art appreciation from another point 
of view, Rusk feels that there is little doubt about it that 
we are obviously living in an age which poses great difficulty 
for art appreciation to take the place naturally and easily . 
As a result , society turns to education to help them, and it 
regards appreciation in general as a rare talent and not as 
something which is natural and easy . Perhaps one cause of the 
lack of appreciation and perplexity in general is the stagna­
tion of thought or, to state it differently, a tendency to live 
in the past . In our age we are being called upon by the 
scientist and by the student of social relations, as well as by 
the creative artist, to look, see, and then to believe in novel 
ways, as sense experience is conceptualized and then given wings . 
( 91, p .  3 8) 
In summarizing, it can be seen that two general aspects 
of appreciation were mentioned: its basic nature and the 
various ways in which appreciation can be developed . Both are 
in keeping with the definitions cited at the outset, that art 
appreciation involves understanding , feeling, attitude, and 
a special way of seeing . The basic question is how does one 
acquire these ? 
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The basic problem. The basic problem, then, seems to be that 
-
of building certain attitudes that will enable one to develop 
an appreciative perception which is directly opposed to the 
practical or analytical perception . In other words, a new 
way of thinking about , reacting to, and organizing the world 
of vision is needed . 
concepts for Teaching 
From time to time in the discussion, certain implica-
tions and inferences for teaching art appreciation have been 
made . The primary purpose of this section is to discuss some 
of these " implications" in respect to some of the facts 
relating to the nature of art and art appreciation as outlined 
in the concluding paragraph . 
Likes and dislikes .  Much o f  art appreciation,  for example, 
the enj oyment one receives from looking at paintings, is 
determined by one ' s  likes and dislikes which have been 
developed gradually through the years . In fact, by the time 
the chi ld enters high school these likes and dislikes have 
been well established . This makes the teaching of art 
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appreciation difficult . Preferences have been strongly 
developed and the high school student has acquired a concept 
of art which is satisfying and which often causes complacency . 
According to P epper, this is what needs to be changed, 
especially the likes and dislikes . ( 83 ,  pp . 16,  2 6 )  
I n  Pepper ' s  book PRINCIPLES OF ART APPRECIATION, sugges­
tions and explanations are given as to how and why various 
likes and dislikes have been formed and how they can be 
changed by following c ertain psychological principles . 
(pp . 2 7 -4 8) Here,  the concern is not so much with the latter , 
but rather with the fact that the teacher must take into 
consideration these well established likes and dislikes and 
then develop his own method or way of dealing with this 
fundamental problem. However , a few suggestions as to how 
these likes and disli1ces may be changed will be discussed in 
Chapter II . 
S ensitivity to values . Closely related to the above is the 
matter of sensitivity; for obviously, i f  one has made up his 
mind as to what he likes and dislikes, he will not be sensitive 
to new artistic ideas and new forms . The student needs to 
develop a creative imagination that will enable him to do this . 
In some ways inseparable from sensitivity is the 
awareness of aesthetic values . Students should be led to see 
that there are ultimate values inherent in art . The teacher 
must help the student grasp new ideas about reality ,  new 
understanding, goals and horizons . Naturally a study of the 
principles and elements of art become essential but the 
instructor also needs to develop techniques which will make 
the student more aware of the art surrounding him. 
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The primary ability to be developed is to improve 
perception or " seeing . " The instructor must be aware of  the 
mechanics of perception and know what it means to see artis­
tically . students need to understand that there are different 
ways of knowing and thinking about phenomena . Techniques can 
be developed to increase students• imaginative perception . 
Experience and understanding. Pearson ( 82 ,  Introd . } and 
Dewey ( 26 ,  Ch . III} feel that one knows very little unti l  it 
is a part of one ' s  experience.  Therefore , one must provide 
basic experiences for students upon which they can build . 
Then, new experiences can create a genuine aesthetic experience 
as it relates to this background . Both understanding and 
feeling are important components of the appreciative experi ence .  
Part of the understanding might be thought of as an intuitive 
grasp of ideas but this intuitive is based on accumulated 
knowledge about such things as design principles . 
Attitudes . Much of appreciation is determined by attitude ; 
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for if a man is  being intensely practical or purely analytical 
about s omething, he does not enj oy the thing for itself . To 
appreciate an obj ect, there must be a delight found for j ust 
the thing it i s  in one ' s  perception .  Therefore, students 
need to develop appreciative attitudes and become aware of 
what mistakes they are making when appreciation does not occur . 
The relative levels of �- Students need to know the criteria 
used for j udging works of art . In other words they need to 
establish a value system for measuring taste . There are 
different points of view concerning the value of art ranging 
from the idea that something is good according to whether or 
not one likes it to a theory of absolute values which, of 
course,  does not depend on personal views . Four of these 
views , as taken from Pepper will be discussed here . { 83 ,  pp . 
4-8} 
Individual Relativity is the view that one ' s  likes and 
dislikes are a purely individual affair . This extreme 
subjectivistic pos ition claims that it is  meaningless to say 
what individuals ought to like . Even if  a maj ority of people 
agreed in their likings , it would mean nothing more than that 
they agree . D ifferences of opinion may be unpopular , but 
that does not affect them as likes or dislikes . 
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Another view called Cultural Relativity is a modification 
of the previous view .  I t  calls attention t o  the existence of 
cultural institutions and the roles of these in shaping men ' s 
ideals and approvals and ultimately their most intimate 
likings and dis likings . It would deny that individuals are 
as independent in their tastes as the extreme subj ectivists 
seem to think . On the contrary, men ' s  tastes are determined by 
their culture . styles in art are reflections of cultural 
patterns and the styles which best reflect the cultural patterns 
are regarded as most valuable . There can be no eternal or 
absolute values then, since values are relative to the life of 
the culture . 
Biological Relativity is a still more modified view.  It  
holds that human li](es and dislikes are relative to human 
nature . We do not expect men to act like dogs and cats , which 
shows how much we expect men to act like human beings . This 
view holds that, apart from a small quantity of hereditary 
di fferences , most of the variations in men's likes and dis likes 
can be accounted for in accordance with psychological laws . S ome 
of these laws are well understood ; others are becoming so . It 
follows that our likes and dislikes are controllable . A man of 
shallow taste and enj oyment then can be helped to increase his 
taste: the better kind of taste is that which tends to give 
the greater amount of predictable satisfaction . On much the 
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same grounds ,  i t  i s  argued that one work o f  art i s  better than 
another if,  relying on the constancy of human nature, one ' s  
work can be shown to be predictably richer than the other , once 
a person has learned to like it . 
The constancy of human nature here referred to does not , 
of course ,  mean a belief that all men ' s likings and dislikings 
are the same for all men . It means that psychological laws 
governing human likings and dislikings are the same for all men; 
it means that his likes and dislikes can to a cons iderable 
degree be predicted and that consequently a man has some 
control over his taste and can develop it so that his life 
may have fuller satisfactions than befor e .  
Th e  development o f  good taste can b e  accomplished in 
various ways . One of the methods used is called the condi­
tioning process . This  proces s aims at changing bad habits or 
developing good ones . Through this process obj ects may come 
to take on value and become liked for themselves . 
Absolutism is the view that the beauty of an obj ect is 
independent of men ' s  response to it . This abstract ideal is 
sometimes conceived as existing in the mind of God . This view 
ins ists that art values are inherent and unchanging . Certain 
principles or laws govern that are always and everywhere the 
same . ( 83)  
The teaching task. Teaching concepts are definitely related 
to the view one takes towards value in art . In this paper 
the writer shall take the view of biological relativism 
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since it is believed that the matter of taste or appreciation 
of art is something more than personal likes and dis likes or 
conformity to art styles or social cultures . 
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CHAPTER I I  
THE DES IGN OF AN ART APPRECIATION TEXTBOOK 
The wisdom of this world is  yet housed in books and 
if  one wants to know something, the best place to look is  
still in books . In the visual arts the book serves different 
purposes than what is  generally thought of for other books . 
Giving verbal information is  still important but aesthetic 
or artistic presentation of visual data is vitally important 
s ince art is a visual subj ect . Because this is true, special 
cons ideration must be given to art appreciation textbooks . 
It must be understood that for a really effective 
art program all parts of the program must be artistic . The 
textbook plays a significant part of most courses and often 
sets the tone of the course,  although this may or may not be 
good . At any rate, it seems vitally important that it should 
itself be an art form. It should lend signi ficance to the 
aesthetic feeling that the teacher is trying to produce and 
promote .  
In other words a forward looking book is needed which 
follows the principles of art--that i s ,  has a composition 
comparable to a fine work of art . It s eems logical that 
findings from recent research and psychological testing 
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as it relates to perceptual response to color , texture,  size,  
symbols , materials should be cons idered . 
Authorities 2£ Books 
In a book entitled GRAPHIC FORMS, containing a s eries 
of essays , edited by George Kepes ,  (47)  writers, printers ,  and 
artists expres s their views on the nature of the book. Just 
as one needs to cons ider the nature of art and art appreciation, 
so it is neces sary to look at the book from a similar point 
of view.  Evaluating a boo1c is a complex problem, but here we 
are mainly interested in the aesthetic nature of the book. 
Some of the comments made by the writers of the es says 
mentioned, especially that of Kepes, are pertinent . He feels 
that the book ,  as is true of all mass-produced items , suffers 
from the evils of standardization ,  a by-product of the develop­
ments in science and technology, and that there must be a 
return to bas ic aesthetic principles as far as the production 
of the book is concerned, taking into cons ideration such 
factors as bas ing book des ign on function; eye-appeal ; the 
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clear ,  visual structure of the page ; and the relationship of 
the pages to each other as well as their continuity . In short ,  
-what book des ign ought to aim for i s  a rhythical quality 
conditioned by appropriate technical and utilitarian limita­
tions . " (4 7 ,  p .  1 3 )  
Dwiggins ,  a printer, warns that the "Modernist 
necessity to strike only for dramatic pattern and startl ing 
novelty can ' t  quite be counted as playing fair with the 
function of the book or with the reader . "  ( 47 ,  p .  27 ) Teague , 
on the other hand, states that book des igners should emulate 
contemporary artistic ideas associated with architecture,  
painting,  and sculpture;  in  other words , its concept and 
design should be dynamic and organic . (47 , pp . 4 3 ,  5 0 )  
Levit states that the book des igner should incorporate some o f  
the ideas o f  the avant-garde ;  i f  not i n  fact,  at least in 
spirit . (47 , p .  7 6 )  Peter Beilensen takes this one step 
further and advocates that the technique and ideas associated 
with the Bauhaus be applied to the book . (47 , p .  9 3 )  
F inally, Armitage, a contemporary printer , who thinks 
that printing is  made beautiful with skill,  (47 , p .  105 )  
believes that books do not "dres s  the part" because they are 
not part of the " aesthetic explosion "  which has taken place-­
that instead, book des igners have returned to the past for 
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inspiration and ideas . (47 , p .  110) Further it should be 
remembered that books are in dire competition with other visual 
media and that this fact greatly influences the design and 
content of books . Also, one must not think that the " application 
of modern arrangements to book des ign is a remedy : rather , the 
design must develop out of function . "  (47 , p .  1 1 3 }  He 
concludes that one aim should be " so to des ign a page that the 
reader will be conscious ly or unconsciously aware of its 
meaning before he has a word of the text . " (47 , pp. 111-112 } 
on the bas is of the foregoing, the writer makes the 
following suggestions in respect to the des igning of a book. 
A book should be so des igned that it becomes· a sub-conscious 
teaching device . This can be accomplished through attractive 
size,  cover des ign, and lay-out of the contents. The printed 
page should be artistically contrived and executed in order 
to teach consciously and sub-consciously .  There should be 
sufficient contrast between plates , illustrations , charts ,  
analyse s ,  photographs , copy, black and white and color , to 
create good des ign and interest . Likewise, arrangement of 
material should help produce clarity in the comprehens ion of 
ideas pres ented and there must be a sequence of logical thought 
in order to create understanding. 
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It i s  apparent, then, that art concepts cannot be 
completely taught by either visual or verbal means only . Visual 
and verbal information have varied purposes and must be used 
in multiple ways . A page of a book, therefore,  may be a les s on 
in des ign principles by virtue of its layout ; give verbal 
information on art ; or illustrate principles immediately 
described . The verbal information should be artistically 
created also, or written as literature . Visual information 
should take precedence over verbal information since this is 
primarily a vi sual subj ect . The verbal aspects should be 
restricted to enhancing and making more clear the meaning of 
the visual material . 
There must be a balance of information so that presenta­
tion will not become one-s ided : that is , the book should move 
along in a coherent and unified fashion in which there is a 
rhythmic movement , an alternation,  perhaps , between the printed 
page and the visual material . 
These are some factors that one needs to consider in 
respect to the des ign of a book ; this is one aspect, the 
informational features of the book need to be considered, how 
well does the book serve as a text ? As in the case of des ign, 
do textbooks fulfill their function? 
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Textbooks 
Textbooks form the basis of American education and are 
considered a boon for teachers ,  a headache for students , and an 
asset to publishers . Handlin states that about the only thing 
true in this statement , except for a few good textbooks , is 
the last part , in his article " Textbooks That Don ' t  Teach, " 
which appeared in the 1957 December issue of ATLANTIC MONTHLY . 
( 110 , pp . 1 1 3 )  It is obvious that the author takes a dim view 
of textbooks : for him they are "dogmatic and dull ,  an obstacle 
rather than an aid to learning . ( 39 ,  p .  110 ) 
Yet teachers at all levels of the educational system 
confidently day after day make textbook ass ignments ,  give 
test s ,  and believe that their students have learned something . 
For the most part, the textbook is accepted as written and the 
task of the student is  to memorize what was ass igned . This 
is a concept that still persists from the Middle Ages . In 
other words , "while the format has changed" (the so-called new 
book design) there has been no alternation in the bas ic 
assumption of the text that learning cons ists of remembering, 
and that the function of the book is to supply the material 
to be remembered . "  ( 39 ,  p. 111)  
Among all the indictments leveled at textbooks , perhaps 
this is the most significant and pertinent in respect to the 
teachers who are victims of the textbook s ituation: " actually 
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everything their ( the teachers ) course in educational 
psychology taught them about the learning process contradicts 
the assumptions under which the text is written . "  { 39 ,  p. 1 1 3 )  
If this is so,  why do teachers continue t o  use textbooks ? 
Handlin believes that most teachers actually do not know any 
better , because they are not aware of the evils inherent in 
many textbooks ; that teachers blissfully believe that " s ignificance" 
will later be attached to the text;  or that texts are an aid to 
grading because tests can readily be developed in terms of 
specific chapters ; and finally, teachers regard textbooks as 
part of the great American tradition . 
To this should be added, that textbooks are big busines s 
for publishers . ( 39 ,  p .  1 1 3 )  Perhaps under ideal conditions 
they would disappear . It is up to the teachers who use them 
and the authors who write them to correct the situation . 
What is the import of this dis cuss ion on textbooks to 
the general subject under cons ideration? Collectively,  the 
comments made for book des ign in general and textbooks in 
particular serve as a basis for evaluating books on art 
appreciation . However , it is  not intended to go into any 
great detail,  as far as each book is concerned, but to look at 
them in groups , and then conclude by discus sing a few books 
which the writer feels are good examples of des ign and textbook 
writing. 
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Evaluation of  Books 
Books on art fall into two large categories which are 
art history and art appreciation making the task of evaluation 
greatly simplified . Most of the art history books and related 
books in special areas such as art criticism and aesthetics ,  
can be eliminated . But conunent on one book, Helen Gardner ' s  
ART THROUGH THE AGES , must be made . It is regarded as one of 
the better texts on art history and is also used as a bas ic 
reference in many art appreciation classes . Helen Gardner 
introduces the student to the visual arts by the historical 
method , which is a conunon technique used by many teachers .  Her 
book is  intended for j uniors and s eniors in high school and 
freshmen and sophomores in college . Today, students find her 
book to be too comprehensive and detailed; rarely would a 
student actually master its content . To go even further and 
as sume that the historical study of art results in appreciation 
of art is a moot hypothes is . 
There are a number of other methods used to introduce 
the student to art : the comparative technique, as represented 
by Ralph Pearson ' s book , EXPERIENCING AMERICAN PICTURES; ( 81)  
the "picture gallery approach, " as represented by Crane ' s  
A GALLERY OF GREAT PAINTING ( 2 2 )  and Mccurdy ( 63 ) ; or the 
so-called s implified approach to the understanding and 
appreciation of art , illustrated by John sedgewic1c ' s  ART 
APPRECIATION MADE S IMPLE . ( 9 5 )  
There are many more books in the field, but these are 
enough to indicate some of the related "historical "  methods 
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that are employed . Collectively, the books , either from the 
standpoint of des ign or as a text, do not meet the requirements 
discus sed .  The same thing can b e  said for most o f  the so-called 
art appreciation books . Rather than discuss those that do not 
measure up in one way or another , it is better to discus s 
briefly those that do, such as the METROPOLITAN MUS EUM ART 
S EMINARS; ( 15 )  THE COLUMBIA RECORD ART APPRECIATION SERIES; 
( 19 )  Freedman ' s  LOOKING AT MODERN PAINTING; ( 30 )  and Orvirk ' s 
ART FUNDAMENTALS : THEORY AND PRACTICE : ( 7 5 )  and one that is 
not an art appreciation book, but a psychology book by Smith 
and Smith, THE BEHAVIOR OF MAN . ( 99 )  
collectively,  these books represent a step i n  the right 
direction, both in respect to design and presentation of 
text . THE METROPOLITAN SEMINARS IN ART , which are sponsored by 
the BOOK OF THE MONTH CLUB ,  is made up of twelve portfolios , 
each containing a packet of fine art reproductions which can 
be removed from the portfolio and studied . Each portfolio 
deals with some phase of painting in which style, composition ,  
technique, and interpretation are discussed .  The purpose of 
the seminar is to present great paintings with text or 
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commentary which can be studied at home . 
A further development of the same idea is that sponsored 
by COLUMBIA RECORDS in which the " portfolio" is supplemented 
with a set of s lides and narrated records by Vincent Price and 
other outstanding authorities . ( 19 )  Here ,  the verbal symbol 
and the audio-vi sual are combined as they should be . 
The next two items on the list,  LOOKING AT MODERN PAINTING 
{30)  and ART FUNDAMENTALS ( 7 5 ) , are workbooks and are des igned 
accordingly, primarily for the purpos e  of " getting the student 
into the act " ; for it is assumed that he learns by doing . Both 
workbooks are unique in design and in their manner of presenting, 
discus sing, and directly involving the student . 
In the writer ' s  estimation ,  the last book mentioned in 
the list,  Smith and Smith ' s  THE BEHAVIOR OF MAN ( 99 )  which is an 
introductory psychology book,  most nearly fulfills the bas ic 
requirements .  An art appreciation book that is written, 
illustrated, des igned, and developed in terms of the under-
lying concepts described by Smith and Smith in the preface 
to their book would be a milestone in the publication of a 
new art appreciation book . 
The author ' s  own comments about the book best 
describe its unique qualities . 
This book is the culmination of an idea about 
teaching • • •  visual art and scientific writing can 
be related, not only to illustrate 
facts and to maJ):e more precise presentation 
of material, but also to give meaning to 
abstract ideas , to stimulate the student ' s  
interest , and above all to motivate him to 
explore more deeply the details of the subj ect 
matter • • •  one of our obj ectives • • •  has been to 
reveal the unifying principles of a diversified 
field and to present with as much order and 
continuity as possible • • •  With this end in 
view, we have tried to write the text in a 
simple straight forward manner with few 
distractions . There are no footnotes in 
the body of the text ;  superscript numbers 
ref er to bibliographic references grouped 
according to chapters and at the back a 
Glossary has been included . All other aids to 
students--suggested supplementary readings , 
study questions , and proj ects --are to be found 
in the workbook des igned for the text • • •  From 
its beginning, this book was planned and written 
around illustrative drawings • • •  " ( 99 ,  pp . vii-vii i )  
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,.In order to bring education into a state of 
equilibrium of hand and brain, intellect and emotion, 
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the task is to give the student enough opportunity to use his 
brain together with eye, nose ,  tongue, and fingers , and 
their trans formation into controlled expres s ion . The student 
must be allowed to find the facts himself by experiment with 
his materials .  He should not be " led" in any certain direc­
tion :  his brain should not be filled with plaster casts , nor 
at too early an age with books descriptive of second-hand 
experience ineffective for activating his thinking, or with 
books beyond the limit of his understanding . 
" Education must be the opportunity to make ones own 
discoveries and to form one ' s  own express ion, providing 
the purposeful fusion and conclusions . The knowledge of 
historical continuity is one of man ' s most valuable 
steppingstones in his evolutionary progress .  The purpose­
ful accumulation of experiences can protect him from the 
repetition of mistakes , so that his creative power can 
gradually be saved for socially productive tasks . This 
productivity should be the alpha and omega of education, 
the trans lating of all the elements of learning into a 
creative sociobiological living . "  
Maholy Nagy 
CHAPTER III 
PERCEPTION AND ART APPRECIATION 
The Nature of s eeing 
Much of art appreciation depends on "seeing" things 
in a certain way, and this can especially be said about the 
visual arts . Therefore,  it is necessary to investigate 
various aspects of perception in respect to its nature and 
process .  
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Definition . According to Victor D ' Amico one must s ee not 
with the 11outer , 1 1 but with the "inner" eye . Productions made 
from seeing with the outer eye are only sheer imitations ; 
they are photographic and mechanical operation with nothing 
of self in the experience . S eeing with the ninner eye0 
requires discrimination, putting down things which the artist 
feels are important to the express ion of the idea . The 
inner eye sees with meaning and purpose ;  the outer eye sees 
only things as they are . ( 24 ,  p .  5 )  S eeing refers to 
perception which is the process by which one becomes aware 
of the world and forms his opinions of it . Psychologists 
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explain the fundamentals of visual perception by distinguish­
ing between the phys ical image which the eye ' s  lens proj ects 
upon the retina and the mental image which this s ensory 
impression induces . The first stage is called phys ical seeing 
to separate it from mental seeing. ( 7 ,  pp . 38-40 )  
physical and mental s eeing. In this two-part process the 
physical image under innumerable influences of environment 
and inheritance is trans formed into a personal image by one ' s  
accumulated experience in life .  S ince experiences are 
different for every individual ,  no two people view the world 
alike . ( 7 ,  pp . 38-40 )  Perception defined even more simply 
is differential response to environmental stimuli . ( 99 ,  pp . 
2 31-2 3 2 )  
The instant the optic nerves relay a sensory image to 
the brain, it is reconstructed into a personal image . I f  that 
image were then proj ected onto a screen, the difference 
between the original physical image and the revised mental 
image could be observed . Something very close to this happens 
when an artist observes some fragment of the world, such as 
a landscape or a city street, and then proj ects his mental 
image of it onto a canvas . ( 7 ,  pp . 3 8-40 )  It can then be 
concluded that perceptual responses may involve detection, 
discrimination and ordering of stimuli . { 99 ,  p .  2 32 )  
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Thus savoir, to know, is more important for art and 
human experience than voir,  to see, because the brain differs 
far more than the eye . Opticians , who deal daily with radical 
variations in eyesight from 20-2 0  vis ion to astigmatism and 
near blindness,  will challenge the statement that the retinal 
images of twenty artists who are painting a single landscape 
will be nearly alike . But differences between the mental 
images which result are far greater . As a general rule there 
will be s imilarity at the initial sensory stage and divers ity 
at the interpretive stage . ( 7 ,  pp . 3 8-40 )  
The � Language of Vision 
Kepes describes the new language of vision as primari ly 
a device of orientation,  a means to measure and organize 
spatial events in which the mastery of nature is intimately 
connected with the mastery of space . Each new visual 
environment demands a reorientation . seeing spatial relation­
ships on a flat land is a different experience from seeing 
them in a mountainous region; walking requires a different 
spatial measurement than riding in a car or in an airplane: 
and the dimens ions of streets,  subways , elevated, and skyscrapers , 
requires a new way of seeing . Widening horizons and the new 
dimensions of the visual environment necessitates new idioms 
of spatial measurement and communication of space . The 
visual image of today must come to terms with all thi s :  it 
lllUSt evolve a language of space which is adj usted to the new 
standards of experience . The new language of vision can and 
will enable the human sensibility to perceive space-time 
relationships never recognized before . (48,  pp . 12-14) 
But what is Kepes talking about when he refers to the 
new language of vision and what is its vocabulary? An 
examination of specific properties of perception as related 
to design will be discussed to answer this question . (48,  
pp. 12-63)  
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Properties of perception . According to Gestalt psychologists , 
the elements of the obj ective world, which are the same 
elements found in art , are pigments (paint) which provide the 
sensations of light and color and outline (geometrical 
delineation) that denote areas and shapes--the visual forces 
of attraction in which a point, an area , a shape, a color are 
not perceived as separate qualities but in relation to each 
other • ( 5 2 , 5 3 )  
Th e  " laws " o f  perception . S eeing is not a mechanical process 
but a dynamic one which functions in accordance with four 





Forces of attraction 
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Proximity refers to the relative nearnes s of elements 
� each other , which is the s impler condition for organization . 
in visual experience the proximity of various elements makes it 
easy to organize the component parts into coherent patterns� 
for instance, letters into words , stars into constellations , or 
in looking at a painting, a line of print , a building, a 
sculptural piece,  or a motion picture is readily related to the 
elements that are near to each other . 
Eguality. One is also able to organize elements into coherent 









Thus , proximity and s imilarity compete with each other 
as proces ses of organization, which is an important factor in 
creating tensions within a picture . 
continuance .  continuance makes it possible to see the outline 
of an image or to follow the direction of a line . Every line 
tends to be continued in the same direction by the eye :  for 
example : 
1)  Broken or dotted lines tend to be connected and 
continued . 
2 )  curved lines tend to be seen in their continuation 
as curved lines . 
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3 )  Straight lines tend t o  b e  seen in their continuation 
as straight lines . 
Such linear continuation helps to outline images by 
creating groups of a similar order . Continuance is the most 
important force for binding together heterogeneous elements and 
reducing the picture image to the number of units which can 
be fully seen in one visual act . Continuance is also valid for 
the graduation sequence of hue ,  value, and area . 
Closure . The principle of closure causes one to isolate obj ects 
from their surroundings , j ust as a picture frame isolates 
the picture from the wall and from other obj ects in the room. 
As in the case of continuance,  any unbroken lines are " completed" 
and points are connected . Closed areas appear to be more 
formal and stable than those which are open and without boundaries . 
This is the reason why sculpture should be compact and different 
parts of a building should be united and coherent . The latter , 
incidentally ,  does not contradict the trend of open-planning 
in house design ;  the free space is still organized within the 
coherent whole-space and used to its best advantage as contrasted 
to the wasted space of ill-designed houses . 
Implications for the visual arts . With certain variations and 
extens ions , these four principles form the psychological basis 
for des ign . In any good work of art the various elements are 
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organized in such a way that they accormnodate the perceptive 
processes as an analys is will reveal .  There are many ways devised 
to analyze a work of art and various terms used to describe 
that analys is ; however , all such terms may ultimately be equated 
to the four bas ic principles : 
1 .  Proximity and Closure 
a .  Opposition 
b .  Proportion 
c .  Sub-ordination 
The sub-ordinate terms for each main heading are those 
cormnonly used in analyzing any work of art . 
2 .  Equality 
a .  Balance 
1) syrmnetry 
2 )  Assyrmnetry 
They are also bas ic principles of des ign . A good work 
of art is characterized by them . 
3 .  Continuance 
a .  Rhythm 
b .  Transition 
c .  Gradation 
The figure and ground principles .  In addition to the " laws " 
of perception, the Gestalt psychologists have emphasized the 
importance of the figure and ground principle which is bas ic to 
all perception . The pr inciple is so obvious that it is often 
overlooked . It means that for maximum clarity of vision,  a 
figure should be silhoutted against its background: 
1 )  In visual perception the ground on which the 
figure stands is always an extended mas s  of color. 
2 )  An ordinary black and white checker board pattern 
illustrates the point . 
3 )  on the other hand, the figure-ground relationship 
is a relative one,  for what is ground for one 
figure is itself the figure . 
4)  A figure,  then, is any obj ect that stands out 
as a unit and without confusion against a back­
ground which means : 
5 )  That a figure must be a unit of pattern or a type, 
for these are the only things that count as units 
in esthetic perception .  
Most artists strive t o  show what is " figure " and what 
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is " ground . " It is customary to speak of the area of the figure 
on a ground as " pos itive space " and the areas of the ground in 
relation to the figure as " negative space . "  There is a tendency 
to place most emphasis on positive spaces (the figures ) and 
neglect negative spaces (the areas of ground left between the 
figures ) .  It is interesting to note, that the Chinese are 
particularly adept in emphasizing all the space as positive . 
Learning and thought . P sychology also points out some facts 
about learning and perception as it relates to art obj ects. It 
tells us that the nature of perceptual organization is affected 
by past experience, learning and thought . Each observer ' s  
perception of anything is organized in terms of his own 
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behavioral history . Perceptions , therefore, are not exact 
copies of the visual world . ( 99 ,  p .  2 3 2 )  
Learning and thought influence one in many ways . P ercep­
tual training is a neces sary part of the learning of an art or 
skill--important in refining observation,  speeding up the rate 
at which it is carried out , increasing the overall scope of 
observat ion,  and reorganizing what is observed . This training 
can involve detection, discrimination, or ordering of stimuli . 
Obs ervations of form and space in the visual world depend on 
visual experience as well as on auditory, tactual,  and kinesthetic , 
( 99 ,  p .  2 3 2 )  all of which play an important role in appreciation . 
Kepes explains the appreciator ' s  role as that of 
participating in a process of organization ,  a creative act of 
integration, as the visual image is perceived . Its essential 
characteristic is that by "plastic power , " an experience is 
formed into an organic whole,  which is a bas ic process of 
forming : that is , thinking in terms of structure--a discipline 
of utmost importance in the chaos of our formless world . (48, 
p. 3 )  
Perception and understanding. Bensch states that a work of art 
is understood correctly as soon as it is perceived correctly in 
the rhythmic,  formal sens e, and as soon as one feels its true 
emotional content through this correct formal perception. 
·when great art does not give one a " revelation" then the 
formal rhythmic-structure and composition is not seen cor­
rectly or one is making false connections . The essence or 
emotional content will dawn on the student when persons with 
ins ight point out the rhythmic-formal relations ,  or know how 
to bring the emotional content closer to the student by 
describing it . When the student understands , the form 
becomes clear , the content opens up , the work of art speaks 
to him, and he is able to appreciate it aesthetically and 
to take a philosophical attitude toward it . ( 5 8, p .  36)  
Bensch insists , then,  that a student should be helped in 
penetrating a work of art . 
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In ART AND VISUAL PERCEPTION Arnheim opens up the 
newer approaches of psychology concerning appreciation of art . 
( 5 )  With the laboratory results of Gestalt psychology at 
his disposal, he boldly enlarges perception to include aspects 
of j udgment and speaks of "perceptual concepts . "  Perceptually,  
reality is a function of  the cultural climate 1 that is , if 
visual perceiving and visual knowledge are integrated, 
geometric and realistic arts are still derivitive from one 
experience : that the abstraction of Byzantine and of modern 
art is realistic once we attain a focus : and, similarly,  that 
realistic art is meaningless to those not culturally condi­
tioned to it . 
Perception and learning. Appreciation does not depend on 
reasoning, but many perceptions depend on different types of 
learning . One ' s  observations of form and space in the 
visual world depend on visual experience as well as on 
auditory, tactual,  and kinesthetic experience . ( 99 ,  p .  2 3 2 )  
Furthermore, in relation to works o f  art the perceptual 
patterns believed to be relevant have been established with 
a high degree of stability . Hungerland states :  
This relative stability of perceptual patterns , 
which i s  a result of training and habituation, 
prevents , in most cases , much divergency . There­
fore, the assertion that different observers see 
things differently and that disagreements over 
aesthetic values is s imply two people talking 
about two different things does not seem to hold 
up . ( 4 5 ,  p .  4 5 6 )  
conunon fallacies . In order to help a student to see a work 
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o f  art, it i s  expedient to mention some conunon fallacies which 
are generally cons idered to be true that are associated with 
seeing . The principles and fallacies are based on the 
findings of Buswell . { 14)  These will be presented as 
questions and answers . 
1 )  What does a person do when h e  looks a t  a picture? 
In looking at a picture , j ust as in reading, the eye 
moves on a series of quick j erks : the eye does not slide over 
the picture as many people think it does . 
2 )  What i s  the effect of color or lack of color ? 
In general, in comparisons of the eye movements for 
the same picture in black and white and in color, somewhat 
greater attention is given to those s ections where the color 
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is most pronounced, but the differences are less than generally 
assumed . It is entirely pos sible that the effect of color is 
to be found chiefly in the quality of the mental experience 
when colored pictures are observed rather than in the pattern 
of the visual experience . 
3 )  What are the main centers o f  interest in looking 
at a picture? 
The character of the pattern of perception in looking 
at a picture changes rapidly from the initial fixation to 
later one s ,  and the nature of these changes varies cons iderably 
from individual to individual and from picture to picture . In 
other words , centers of interest , as defined by the picture, 
are not revealed entirely by perceptual patterns . 
4)  Does the pattern of  the perception reflect in any 
way the manner in which the various elements of the 
picture are organized ?  
s everal former assumptions are not supported by 
research findings : that the pattern of perception in des ign 
is influenced by the character of line and other des ign 
elements ,  that rapidity of eye movement in either direction 
is determined by the characteristics of the design,  as in the 
case of certain vertical,  horizontal ,  and oblique lines , and 
that the satis faction experienced in looking at the border 
design ,  for example , is due to the fact that the repetition 
of elements of the des ign produces a corresponding muscular 
movement of the eyes which produces the particular pleasing 
effect of certain types of border des igns .  
5 )  Does previous training in art or ability make a 
difference in the pattern of perception ?  
I n  general, comparisons of the pattern o f  perception 
for students who have studied art with those who have not , 
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show some differences , particularly in the matter of duration 
of fixations . Specialists in art have a tendency to make 
shorter fixations than the untrained person: but, one is not 
to conclude from this that advanced art students will 
neces sarily rank higher on various art appreciation tests . 
6 )  Does Oriental perception differ from Western? 
If one may j udge from duration of fixations , children 
of the sixth grade level show substantially the same charac-
teristics as adults . The same interpretation applies to 
Westerners and Orientals : there is no difference in the manner 
in which they see, either in the pattern or the duration of 
fixation . 
7 )  Does the length of time one looks at a picture 
influence perception? 
The length of time one looks at a picture does 
influence perception to a certain extent . Short fixations , 
for example, are apparently related to the more s imple 
processes of visual perception,  whereas the longer fixations 
seem to indicate a mental process of reflection . Wide 
individual differences are found both in the general pattern 
of perception and the duration ,  but the latter are more 
directly related to the characteristics of the individual 
looking at the picture than to differences in the picture 
being observed . 
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Implications . Such statements as the following may be found 
in many books . 11 • • • But you will notice, how large a stretch 
of empty space is left at the top of the lunette so that the 
eye is drawn upward and the dignity of the whole decoration 
thereby elevated . . . .. ( 14 ,  p .  80 ) or " The us e of the eas ily 
transitional lines rather than the contradictory line leads 
the eye surely, but less harshly to the central figure . u  ( 2 3 ,  
p .  2 2 )  
But these are contrary to the facts ; what generally 
happens is that one first surveys the entire picture,  and 
detailed study, when it occurs,  comes later . This observation 
is directly related to the problem of learning to s ee,  which, 
as in the case above, is fraught with many misconceptions . 
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Learning to �· A great deal has been written about learning 
to see, particularly in respect to art . Below are sununarized 
what cannot be learned and what can be learned .  
1 .  One does not learn : 
a .  To accommodate,  converge, fixate, and move the 
eyes . 
b .  To produce optimal images .  
c .  The space values of separate retinal points . 
d .  To associate retinal points s o  a s  to see form. 
e .  To interpret color and form s ensations so as 
to s ee the third dimens ions . 
2 .  One does learn: 
a .  To identify the features o f  visual stimulation 
which correspond to the important features 
of the phys ical environment, including 
b .  To make discriminating reactions and j udgments . 
c .  To move from indefinite to definite { not from 
sensation to perception) . 
d .  To differentiate percepts , { not to have them) . 
It is in this s ense that one learns to see .  
{ 5 9 ,  pp . 7-12)  
Thus , if the teacher takes into cons ideration the 
above and what has been di scussed previous ly, these can be 
formulated into concepts for teaching : in fact , the entire 
section dealt with concepts that could be related to the 
teaching of art appreciation . 
summary. This chapter , in its various ramifications , discussed 
the nature of perception and presented the most recent infor-
mation on the subj ect for the teacher ' s  cons ideration . It is 
believed that the teacher of art appreciation should be aware 
of these facts since appreciation depends upon perception .  
Thus , the various ideas presented can be integrated into the 
teaching-learning process . 
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CHL"'U>TER IV 
COMMUNICATION AND TEACHING 
In the sections thus far, various aspects of art, 
art appreciation, books , and perception, as they are related 
to teaching, have been discussed . All of the aforementioned 
are, in one way or another, a form of verbal or non-verbal 
communication . The maj or difficulty arises from the fact 
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that the verbal and non-verbal are non-translatable . For 
instance,  what one says about the work of art is not the same 
as the obj ect . Yet, one is expected to teach art appreciation 
primarily by verbal means {the lecture) based on a text com­
posed of verbal symbols {words ) . It must be remembered that 
art appreciation is a visual subj ect which involves perceptual 
as well as emotional and other subj ective reactions . 
Non-verbal Communication 
It is hoped that in the discuss ion that follows a 
poss ible solution will emerge . Obviously, all phases of 
communication cannot be discussed but only those which have a 
bearing on the problems at hand . The ideas presented in this 
section are taken, for the most part, from Ruesch and Kees 
book NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION.  ( 90)  
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General considerations . In respect to conununication two 
important conditioning factors should be noted . First, cultural 
determinants are respons ible for the general nature and form 
that conununication takes in any society . For example, the 
French philosophy partly reveals itself in the des ire to 
display style and taste in word, gesture, and action which 
create refinements in human relations . S ince many of these 
conununicative devices were once based on court ideas of 
chivalry, intrigue, polished words , and accomplished formality, 
the:· have become outmoded and empty gestures , recalling past 
points out the role that education must taJce in preparing 
the individual to fit within the conununication network of his 
culture . ( 90 ,  pp . 15-9 5 )  
The second important factor t o  consider i s  that human 
e4'Pression and transmiss ion of s ignals depend on motor develop­
ment caus ing the conununicative process to be dependent upon 
the developmental condition of the neuromuscular system. ( 90 , 
pp . 15-9 5 )  
Art and conununication . Art ,  including painting,  sculpture, 
architecture, dancing, and acting, is a form of conununication 
that must be understood from two angles : that of representing 
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non-verbal forms of codification and that o f  dealing with 
assumptions needed in order to understand the artist ' s  
statement . Therefore, the symbolic nature of art is more than 
a code s ince it always contains a comment, an interpretation, 
and, a suggestion of how to understand its symbols . ( 90 ,  pp . 
15-95)  
Communication through obj ect and picture . The material 
environment contains s ignals which are used by individuals to 
guide, move, and direct people . These s ignals are obj ects 
ranging from household gadgets to architectural styles . The 
language of obj ects is most clear, perhaps , in commercial 
sales displays in windows and show cases ; but, actually, all 
obj ects achieve effects through arrangement , variations of 
materials,  shapes , surfaces , craftsmanship , and variety of 
selection . The order of these obj ects is partly determined 
by laws of phys ics, appearances , usage , human needs and 
agreements among the society on what is most acceptable . 
Obj ects may be personal and individual ,  society centered, or 
obj ects can become a kind of international language which is 
free of restrictions of race, clas s or caste, and may serve 
all men. ( 90,  pp . 15-95)  The following pages are intended 
to make the nature and influence of non-verbal communication 
more clear . 
� nature of non-verbal conununication . At this point a 
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general theory of conununication, which will provide some 
understanding in respect to the opposed forms of conununication� 
teaching and art, is needed . The last chapter of Ruesch and 
Kees book, NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION { 90 ,  1 89-193 )  is para­
phrased here, for it sununarizes very well the general theory 
of non-verbal communication . 
Non-verbal forms of codification fall in three broad 
categori es which include sign language {use of gesture s ) , 
action language {all movements not used exclusively as s ignals ) ,  
and obj ect language { intentional and unintentional displays ) .  
In contrast, verbal forms , s ign, action, and obj ect languages 
usually require a certain space that cannot be modified . 
Furthermore, the appreciation of obj ects and gestures is based 
less upon impres sions that follow each other in serial order , 
but more upon multiple sensory impress ions that may impinge 
simultaneously.  { 90 ,  1 89-1 9 3 )  
I t  is especially s ignificant t o  note that verbal and 
non-verbal language do not appeal to the same sensory 
modalities . S ilently executed s ign language is perceived bi' 
the eye, much in the way that spoken language is perceived 
by the ear . Action language may be perceived by the eye and 
ear and--to a lesser degree--through the s enses of touch, tem­
perature, pain and vibration . Another factor that has some 
importance in the perception of non-verbal language is the 
position of the participant in a conununication network of 
any type . 
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The selection of a particular type of conununication 
whether verbal or non-verbal depends upon the conununication 
versatility of an individual and his ability to vary statements 
in keeping with the nature of the situation . Non-verbal 
language is particularly important in situations where words 
fail completely . Words are particularly inadequate when the 
quality of space has to be symbolized .  For example, models 
or photographs must be used if one is to appreciate the 
distinctions between a Gothic cathedral and its Baroque 
counterpart . Moreoever , even lawyers are aware of the 
necess ity of supplementing their verbal arguments with court­
room reenactments and of documenting them with material and 
pictorial evidence .  
I t  should b e  noted that the characteristic functions of 
each of the various types of non-verbal language are not 
necessarily interchangeable . Obj ects can increase the scope 
of our s ensory organs or serve to extend or replace our 
muscles . Examples include the scientific recording instru­
ment, the labor saving machine, giant calculators,  computing 
machines , and so forth . ( 90 ,  pp . 1 89-1 9 3 )  Further, non-verbal 
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language i s  frequently used t o  effect social control . Among 
other things , we all consciously look for non-verbal clues 
in buildings , landscapes , and interior s ,  for we know that 
these clues have something to say about the status , prestige, 
taste, and other values of those who own them. such an 
awareness is used by architects , decorators ,  and owners to 
set the scene for social encounters .  ( 90 ,  pp . 1 89-193) 
Obj ect language not only allows for concise and economic 
phras ing , but is greeted with greater tolerance toward its 
redundancy than is the verbal language . ( 90 ,  pp . 1 89-193 )  
Finally distortions o f  reality readily develop in the 
use of verbal and digital symbols if they are not repeatedly 
checked against the things for which they stand which non­
verbal language seldom brings about . If human beings are to 
protect themselves against the ons laughts of modern conununica­
tions machinery and the distortions of propaganda, they must 
ultimately learn to use words scrupulously and with a sens e of 
integrity . Only by a renewal of emphasis on the individual,  
with all his  personal and unique characteristics--and this 
involves to a great e}ctent the non-verbal--can a sense of 
proportion and dignity be restored to human relations . ( 90 ,  
pp . 1 89-19 3)  
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The Communicative Influence 2!_ Visual Obj ects 
It may not occur to the teacher of art appreciation 
that, aside from the aesthetic values under consideration ,  
that the visual arts--a painting or a house--communicate many 
other things bes ides aesthetic values . The student is 
conditioned by these influences , even though he may not be 
aware of this : and this determines his attitudes toward 
the visual arts , and the entire visual world for that matter . 
S imilarly, how one perceives the work of art is largely 
determined by these subtle influences . In the paragraphs that 
follow, some of these influences will be discussed for the 
purpose of pointing out to the teacher, as well as to the 
student , the various forces that are at work, which partly 
explain why the student fails to appreciate as fully as he 
should . By the same token, these forces are those which make 
the teaching of art appreciation difficult . 
verbal and non-verbal commands . Commands can be made either 
verbally or non-verbally .  The advantage o f  non-verbal 
commands is that they meet with less resistance and repetition 
i s  not as obvious or as boring . Non-verbal approaches used 
to command include : 1 )  e:xhibiting obj ects with an implicit 
appeal to perception: 2 )  arranging articles in such a way 
that they can be used or tried out, where the appeal is 
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essentially kinesthetic and muscular ; and 3 )  controlling 
traffic lanes on the highways , . s idewalks , and interiors of 
stores or houses . All three will be discus sed further . { 90,  
pp . 118-14 8) 
ApPeal to perception � kinesthetic response .  Some institu­
tions appeal selectively to customers who need their goods 
and services by identifying themselves with cues that serve 
as recognition signals for a particular clientele . cues are 
also important to the motorist who is commanded, instructed,  
and warned by the shape of highway signs . ( 90 ,  pp . 118-148) 
Obj ects also elicit a kinesthetic response . For 
instance, when buying obj ects for personal use one usually 
thinks of the obj ect in relation to his body image and may 
proj ect himself in action or try out the obj ect to see if it 
seems to do what he believes it will .  Often the visual 
appraisal without the actual test suffices . { 90 ,  pp . 118-148) 
verbal Communication and Language 
Verbal communication is the primary medium or method 
for transmitting ideas in the process of teaching . Yet for 
the teacher this method is in the form of the lecture ; for the 
student s ,  it is s omething to be endured . Later, after the 
lecture, the student reads about what he has "heard" in 
books ; this is the inevitable assignment . Still later , he will 
be tested on said material . The assumption is that he has 
"heard, " " read, 11 and " learned" : but has he? Even though 
he may have derived something, perhaps by the process of 
memorization, what has he " learned " about the visual arts ? 
The alphabets are not the same : the language of words and 
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the language of vis ion are different . It is the purpose of 
this section to discuss some of the theoretical and practical 
aspects of this disparity . Hayakawa, for example, analyzes 
the process quite thoroughly . {40)  
Now, the primary consideration is with the word and 
the obj ect . 
Obj ects and words . Words and obj ects may take on symbolic 
properties but words are necessarily symbolic and referential 
while obj ects may or may not be . Obj ects may undergo 
energy transactions , move, or cause certain reactions such as 
pain or destruction . consequently, words have a vastly 
different influence on humans than do obj ects : obj ects may 
appeal to the proximity receivers s ince they may have surface 
textures , weight , aroma, taste, or temperature while words 
are essentially perceived as sound signals or as visual 
signals . It is apparent then that words are perceived by 
one or two sensory modalities but that obj ects usually 
involve more . Furthermore, obj ects produce less perceptive 
fatigue than do words s ince the human tolerance for 
repetition of words is limited . { 90 ,  pp . 96-10 8) 
Characteristics of words . The relationship of verbal signs 
is studied in semantics . S imilarly, there are certain 
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relationships in obj ect language express ed through the 
combination of materials , surface structure, color, and 
shape to produce an obj ect that embodies the function of 
noun, adj ective, verb, and adverb all in one . The idea of 
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sequences of sentences is paralleled somewhat by the arrange-
ment of several obj ects in space to produce a theme . Then 
too, written speech is broken up by punctuation and chapters 
and the spoken word is ordered by pauses , emphas is and 
loudnes s  and softness . In contrast to the arrangement of the 
verbal,  obj ects may be grouped so that the eye perceives 
imaginary boundary lines that are des igned to break up space . 
( 90 ,  pp . 9 6-10 8) 
It should not be forgotten that written material 
always has a material body, that is,  it is more than print 
on paper but includes a particular typography, the quality of 
the paper , the margins and other features of format which guide 
and influence the reader . These non-verbal feature5 or 
obj ects modify and help illustrate the words . The combination 
of words to obj ect or obj ect to words always results in some 
modification making the meaning of the combined whole much 
different from that of its components .  For example , bronze 
letters or numerals on a solid polished oaJc door convey 
a different impress ion than the same letters or numerals do 
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on an aluminum door hand painted in red enamel . ( 9 0 ,  pp . 96-
108)  
Verbal-obj ect language i s  often used in making statements 
of value . Shoppers are aided by price tag labels and informa­
tion labels which tell something about the obj ect and aid in 
making comparisons between wares . Some stores dispens e with 
the announcement of prices and depend on arrangement and 
relative pos it ion to pres ent the mes s age of value . The 
di splays of multiple obj ects are usually less expens ive . 
Words , obj ects , and recognition . Because the material 
environment is interwoven with patterns of living it is 
poss ible to recognize and identify particular atmospheres and 
this  in turn gives clues to the type of people to be found in 
a given area as well as other ideas about the area . It is  
easy to ident i fy tough waterfront areas , refined wealthy 
area s ,  commercial areas or industrial areas by the material 
atmosphere . ( 90 ,  pp . 9 6-108)  
Obj ects ,  like words ,  can be highly symbolic ,  especially 
when people use them to announce what they are and what they 
are and what they do . Obj ects can announce inequalities or 
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individuality that for reasons of taste or conformity, cannot 
be expressed in words . S ince obj ects are access ible to rich 
and poor, literate and illiterate and may operate effectively 
twenty-four hours a day they are of considerable importance as 
influential factors . This is why clubs have insignias , rings 
and pins . (pp .  96-10 8) 
Sym.bolism. All words and most obj ects in the final analysis 
s erve symbolic functions . Cass irer develops an entire 
philosophy of symbolic forms : given here are some definitions 
and ideas about symbolism that the teacher needs to keep in 
mind, and are quoted in full accordingly. 
Ogden and Richards , writing as psychologists and 
critics of language and literature , define symbolism as 
follows : 
Symbolism is the study of the part played in 
human affairs by language and symbols of all kinds • • •  
It singles out for special inquiry the ways in which 
symbols help us or hinder us in reflecting on things • • •  
Words , as everyone knows , "mean" nothing by themselves , 
although the belief that they did • • •  was once equally 
universal . ( 7 6 ,  pp . 1-1 7 )  
s apir, an anthropological linguist, holds that : 
It is best to admit that language is primarily 
a vocal actualization of the tendency to see 
reality symbolically .  ( 57 ,  p. 89) 
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Korzybski ,  a therapeutic " non-Aristotelian" s emanticist, 
declares : 
Man ' s achievements rest upon the use of symbols . 
For this reason, we must consider ourselves as a 
symbolic, semantic c lass of li fe, and those who 
rule the symbols,  rule us . Now, the term " symbol" 
applies to a variety of things , words and money 
included • • •  In the rough, a symbol is defined as a 
s ign which stands for something • • •  The abuse of 
symbolism is like the abuse of food or drink i  it 
makes people ill,  and so their reactions become 
deranged . (54,  pp . 7 6-77 )  
Susanne K .  Langer, philosopher of art, gathers together 
and develops a number of these concepts :  
• • •  Not only science, but myth, analyogy, metaphorical 
thinkinq, and art are intellectual activities 
determined by " symbolic modes . "  • • •  symbolism is the 
recognized key to that mental life which is charac­
teristically human and above the level of sheer 
animality . Symbol and meaning make man ' s  world far 
more than sensation • • •  Man ' s  conquest of  the world 
undoubtedly rests on the supreme development of his 
brain, which allows him to synthesize, delay ,  and 
modify his reactions by the interpolation of symbols 
in the gaps and confus ions of direct experience,  and 
by means of " verbal s igns 11 to add the experiences 
of other people to his own • • •  
The development of language is the history of the 
gradual accumulation and elaboration of verbal 
symbols • • •  The symbol-making function is one of 
man ' s primary activities,  like eating, looking, or 
moving about • • •  The fact that the human brain is 
constantly carrying on a process of symbolic trans­
formation of the experimental data that come to it 
causes it to be a veritable fountain of  more or less 
spontaneous ideas . As all registered experience tends 
to terminate in action, it is only natural that a 
typically human function should require a typically 
human form of overt activityi and that is j ust what 
we find in the sheer expression of ideas . 
This is the activity of which beasts appear to 
have no need . And it accounts for j ust those 
traits in man which he does not hold in common with 
the other animals--ritual,  art, laughter, weeping, 
speech, superstition and scientific genius • • •  The 
great contribution of Freud to the philosophy of 
mind has been the realization that human behavior 
is not only a food-getting strategy, but is also 
a language1 that every � is at the same time a 
gesture . Symbolization is both an end and an 
instrument . ( 57 ,  pp . v-41)  
S ince symbols play such an important role in the 
educative process ,  as the preceding quotes have indicated, 
it is quite important that the teacher both recognizes and 
can make use of them. All aspects of communication must 
be well understood by the teacher who plans to get the most 
out of his teaching . 
Audio-visual Communication : Films 
Thus far , various aspects and problems pertaining 
to communication have been considered as they relate to 
art, books, perception, obj ects , and words . While there are 
still many problems to be solved, the conclusions reached, 
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thus far , point in one direction : for �ffective teaching and 
learning the verbal must be thoroughly integrated with the 
visual . This obvious conclusion has been confirmed many times 
by exponents of the audio-visual techniques .  Yet, this being 
so, many educators and teachers fail to realize the signifi-
cance and implications of thi s  so-called "obvious " conclusion . 
If the s ituation were otherwise, there would be no need for 
this paper or another book in audio-visual materials and 
techniques or art appreciation . 
The main idea is not to extol the virtues of audio­
visual material s ,  but to discuss some of the basic problems 
and concepts involved as the latter pertain to the teaching 
of art appreciation . All too often, teachers are not fully 
aware of the various factors involved in teaching by the 
.. audio-visual method . "  It is expedient, before discussing 
various audio-visual teaching techniques ,  to cons ider some 
of the theoretical aspects of the subj ect as revealed by 
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recent research . GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION AND THE CRIS IS IN 
EDUCATION summarizes most of the recent research in visual 
communication and will be refered to extensively in the follow­
ing pages . 
Two basic problems : motivation and attitudes . Problems of 
using mass media include the fact that one must impart 
knowledge and also influence motivation and attitudes . The 
latter is not easy since film motivation must usually be 
followed by immediate action if it is to be most effective 
and must be directed at behavior or attitudes that can be 
influenced and changed. 
For example, the student generally expects a film to 
be entertaining or similar to a Hollywood production . This 
conception of the film can gradually be changed with good 
teaching and increased use of educational films . 
Motivating students to learn from films . The teacher is � � ��-
probably the most important factor in influencing motivation 
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s ince he or she can build interest and enthusiasm or dull it . 
Furthermore ,  tests about the film are often effective as a 
method of getting students to be more attentive and alert . 
Parents may also instill certain general attitudes toward 
films . This probably involves the social structure from 
which the students came . 
� and learning. The film itself supplies cues which motivate 
( cause the student to want something) , stimulate (cause the 
student to notice something) , participate or respond ( caus e  
the student to do something) , and reward { in which the 
student receives something he wants .) The motion picture is 
supreme in supplying visual cues and is especially important 
when used to exploit topics that lend themselves to visual 
presentation. Films also have the important advantage of being 
able to present relative motion . They can be discriminating 
since they can be so ordered that irrevelant material can 
easily be deleted which is often not the case with other 
teaching materials . Furthermore films can supply cues that 
will activate habits which the student already possesses . 
Miscellaneous considerations . other miscellaneous factors that 
the teacher needs to take into cons ideration are : specificity 
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versus generality ; superiority of learning which is understood 
or experienced over rote learning;  meaningfulness and organiza­
tion of material ; forgetting and review;  and study habits for 
films . 
S ince films aim at specific information it is important 
to obtain films that provide what the student needs . Often 
the realism of the motion picture helps the student to under­
stand how principles can be applied s ince it can provide a 
set of conditions which is very close to actual experience .  
It i s  very important also that films be well organi zed 
and contain meaningful material for the student . Films lacking 
these two items are very ineffective . Immediate review of 
films is important . 
One of the best types of reward that students can be 
given for responses are immediate ones {often these are 
grades ) .  Delays may reduce the amount of retention.  
Technique: practice tests, appraisal and evaluation tests . 
several techniques have been devised for use after students 
have seen films , slides , filmstrips or large prints . Thes e  
are designed t o  get the student to do something about what he 
knows , sees , and feels . These might include creative proj ects 
which are outgrowths from the film, reports on personalities 
or art obj ects , theories, or philosophies introduced in the 
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film, comparison tests of the art viewed in the film, analys is 
of various types ,  preference and psychological tests,  etc . 
These types of tests will not necessarily produce any pat 
results or answers as to whether or not the student appreciates 
what he has seen but they will provide the student with new 
experiences , new ways of looking at things and a new attitude 
about how other people see things . 
Testing machines � practice tests . New teaching devices have 
been developed such as the " graphic response"  machine and 
the "push button answer" machine which may help both the 
student and the teacher . New types can be developed and 
these may be very valuable in stimulating the imagination . 
However , practice tests must be considered as 11practice "  and 
so far measuring the student ' s  appreciation is difficult if 
not impos sible as yet from this type of testing . Their value 
lies in the direction and growth they can provide . 
Other aspects of the film to be considered . The following 
ideas are well worth noting: 
1 )  suspense building 
2 )  problem solving 
3 )  effects o f  early failure and later success 
4) pleasantness and des ign qualities of the film 
5 )  discuss ion of the film 
As films are used correctly and come to be seen as 
something more than entertainment they can come to have a 
tremendous effect on learning . Benefits should snowball as 
recent studies have indicated . 
Correlated Audio-visual Techniques 
As will be pointed out later , the art appreciation 
course may be developed around a core of basic films . In 
the last section various factors related to teaching with 
films were cons idered. Here, s imilar ideas are considered 
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in respect to the other audio-visual techniques for the 
respective virtues and problems associated with slides , 
filmstrips , bulletin boards , prints , recording, demonstrations , 
field trips , models , and mock-ups are well known . Recent 
books in the field amply describe the latter,  such as thos e  
by DeKoeffer ( 2 5 ) , Hoban (43) , Wittick ( 10 5 ) , Kinder ( 50 ) , 
Backman ( 6) , Dale ( 23 ) , Brown ( 1 3 ) , and Holland (44) , so 
there is little need to repeat that information here . For 
purposes here there are two basic aspects that need to be 
considered: 1 )  the manner in which the supplementary materials 
are used; 2) the phys ical setting . 
Principles of correlation . The guiding principles to follow 
are the same that apply to art or des ign . The films are the 
* theme and the other audio-visual teaching-learning devices 
the variation. Observing this one principle of " theme and 
variation" provides the neces sary " change of pace" in the 
over-all teaching s equence and at the same time creates 
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interest and thereby avoids monotony ; nothing is more dulling 
than seeing films day after day . 
In other words , no one " device" is to dominate ; rather, 
a logical pattern or s equence is established in respect to 
their use, keeping in mind, the fact that collectively, they 
work harmonious ly together so as to create a unified whole 
as one turns from one medium to another . In this manner, 
a proper balance as well as contrast is maintained, for example, 
between films , filmstrips , and s lides . 
The words which are underlined are the s elf-same 
principles that are observed by the artist; these principles 
serve as his guide as he creates his work of art . For him, 
the elements of art are his 11materials " --color, line, form, 
space,  and texture--these he manipulates in terms of the 
principles of art and in terms of the limitations and poten-
tialities of the particular medium in which he is working . 
( *) Underlined words are the principles of art which 
are derived from a number of authorities : Graves ( 34) , Parker 
( 7 9 ) , smith ( 98) , Anderson ( 3 ) . 
The net result is a work of art . For the teacher , the 
elements of medium, in this case,  are the audio-visual 
tools and their use he organizes in terms of the principles . 
This idea is discussed at length in the next two chapters .  
Then, too, j ust as the work of art express es the 
artist ' s  own creativity; so the manner in which the various 
"media" are combined is a reflection of the teacher ' s  
personality--or, the resulting form varies from artists to 
artist and from teacher to teacher . 
correlation and integration . Two other principles which are 
at work in this organizational process are correlation and 
integration . The correlation refers to the particular 
relationship of the di fferent types of presentations to 
the logical development of the course in respect to the 
subj ect matter , visual materials , and textbook . The inte­
gration is a further refinement of the correlation proces s ,  
i n  which all aspects o f  the course, materials , procedures , 
and techniques are so organized and articulated that they 
function as a unified whole . 
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For example, i f  a film presentation is followed by a 
bulletin board discuss ion, s lides , and a demonstration ,  the 
informational and visual content obvious ly should be related 
to that of the film.  By the same token, the four are related 
to the general development of the course; the former process 
is a matter of correlation and the latter of integration . 
� phys ical setting. A fact that is often overlooked is 
that architecture is not only the setting for teaching and 
learning but it sets the mood . Contrast, for example, the 
buildings found on the Harvard campus, which are Georgian, 
with those designed by Frank Lloyd Wright for the Univers ity 
of Lakeland, Florida, which are quite contemporary and 
informal . The apparent difference in s etting and mood is 
obvious . In passing, buildings can be nostalgic or forward 
looking, inviting or uninviting, warm or cold, open and free 
or closed and prison-like . The same holds true for class­
rooms ; for rooms , obviously, are part of the building. The 
room in which one teaches may either facilitate or hinder 
the teaching-learning process ; this is particularly true 
in the case of the teaching of art appreciation . Actually,  
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for our purposes , a special room is needed, generally described 
as an audio-visual room. While it s eems obvious that such a 
room should be used in the teaching of art appreciation, all 
too often such is not the cas e .  Frequently, the so-called 
audio-visual rooms are inadequate and thereby decrease the 
effectiveness of teaching and learning . Thus , it would be 
well to describe some of the special features that need to be 
incorporated in that room. 
The spec ial features may be summarized as follows : 
1 )  Seat at least one hundred students thereby 
allowing for increased enrollments and elimi­
nating sections ; the teaching of art appreciation 
does not neces sarily demand small class es , 
except for discuss ion sess ions. 
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2 )  Th e  room should be large enough to allow free 
circulation ; grouping of chairs for discuss ion 
purposes ; a platform large enough to accommo­
date small dramatic presentations , musical groups, 
panel discus s ions , demonstrations , etc . 
3 )  Ceiling should be high enough to accommodate large 
screen and placed high enough so students can 
easily see the bottom of the screen . S ince the 
comparative method is used screen should be 
large enough to accommodate two good-s ize 
pictures . 
4) Proj ection and audio equipment, which should 
include : 2 automatic slide proj ectors ; 2 
filmstrip proj ectors ; 2 motion picture pro­
j ectors ; 1 opaque proj ector ; 1 tape recorder ; 
1 turn table, 1 film splicer , to eliminate noise 
and damage to the equipment i t  should be hous ed in 
a separate room commonly known as the proj ection 
toom. 
5 )  The proj ection room should not only be large 
enough to house all the equipment , but serve as 
a storage and work room where films , filmstrips , 
slides , prints,  and other audio-vi sual materials 
can be stored and where one can work . 
6)  The audio system should be stereophonic through 
which the proj ectors , record player, tape recorder 
and public address system ( larger classroom and 
various classroom activities may requir e a P . A .  
system. ) • Spea1cers should b e  mounted i n  the corn­
ers of the room and sound proj ected downward 
toward the back of the room. 
7 )  Automatic proj ectors should be wired s o  that 
they can be controlled from the lectern at the 
front of the audio-visual room. switches and 
buttons should be provided for s ignal purposes 
in the proj ection room. Also ,  controls and 
switches for classroom lights , special lighting 
and 0 spots " should be mounted on the lecturn . 
( In other words , the controls should be at the 
teacher ' s  fingertips . )  
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8)  There should be adequate bulletin and chalk board 
space all around the room. On one s ide of the 
screen there should be a chalk board, on the other 
a bulletin board, and directly behind it another 
chalk board ; this makes it possible to draw 
diagrams or write words on the black board and 
display prints that are related to what is being 
proj ected . 
9 )  There should also be glass-enclosed show cases 
for purposes of displaying ceramics , j ewelry, and 
other art obj ects . Another such case should be 
provided outside the clas sroom; perhaps at the 
entrance to the room. Both of these could be 
built in the same manner as a storage wall or 
bookcase with sliding glass doors { that can be 
locked) and adj ustable glass shelves . 
10)  Adj acent to or near the classroom should be a 
study area, consisting of: audio-visual study 
room, lounge, conference room, and office . 
11)  The audio-visual study room should include a 
variety of equipment : stacks for art books , 
study tables , print racks , filmstrip and slide 
viewers ,  various audio-visual display devices , 
tape recorders ,  record players , a number of 
listening booths , study machine booths , proj ec­
tion booths , and the like { the booths occupy one 
area within the audio-visual room) . 
1 2 )  Ideally ,  there should be a small display gallery 
adj oining the audio-visual room and the clas s ­
room. 
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Architecturally speaking, the basic idea is to create 
an a t  tr ac ti v e and efficient center for teaching, a place 
that is congenial, informal, inviting, and non-institutional . 
If the total proj ect s eems too expensive, the implications 
of the various ideas , concepts ,  and prerequisites that have 
been presented should he considered , if the ideal cannot be 
attained perhaps adaptations could be made . While it is true 
that many of the suggested features are frequently incorporated 
in audio-visual centers,  libraries , classroom buildings , and 
even the student union,  the idea here is to provide such 
services in the art center, not elsewhere . 
In other words , the teaching-learning center is 
specifically des igned for the art building where teaching and 
study materials are readily available to teachers and students 
alike . Obviously, if such materials are not available , one 
phase or another of the total art appreciation program suffers ; 
all too often, such is the case at many institutions of 
higher learning that still cling to out-moded teaching . 
In concluding this section ,  it is expedient to conunent 
briefly on the phase 11 institutions of higher learning . 11 At 
the outset ,  it was stated that architecture is suggestive of 
certain moods and responses . The words " institution, " and 
" institutionalism, " or " institute"  as applied to various 
types of buildings is replete with many unders irable responses . 
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The sheer bignes s ,  formal and over-powering qualities o f  such 
buildings have their effect on most students . Institutional 
buildings and the ideas inherent in the word " institutional­
ism" to them are often cold and forbidding, This is a natural 
reaction s ince the latter are incompatible with present day 
thinking and concepts , and a way of life which is casual and 
informal . 
Many architects and educators are fully aware of this 
£act . T11e architect �r c"o S :i.:::-anL1cm, for example designed an 
entire college { Concordia College, Ft . Wayne) which is bas ed 
on the premise of "human scale in architecture. " · To reflect 
this concept in the total design of the campu� , as well as  
the individual buildings , S araninen went back to the Northern 
European village style of architecture for in.spiration and 
ideas . The Lakeland Univers ity, des igned by Frank Lloyd 
Wright , though contemporary in style, nevertheless is based on 
the self-same premise:  that architecture should consider the 
human scale, or as Walter Gropius puts it , 11 the human stride . " 
'!'his digress ion was made to point out that architecture, in a 
very real sense, is part of one ' s  environment and influences 
him, accordingly . In short , architecture determines how 
one learns , works , thinks , and p lays . Why not, then, design 
and erect bui ldings that administer to the contemporary n'eeds of 
man . This is the question that Frank Lloyd Wright posed and 
tried to answer in his books and buildings . { 107 ) 
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CHAPTER V 
DES IGN FOR TEACHING 
Traditional Methods .Qi Teaching 
There are three main methods of teaching and combina­
tions and adaptations of these methods . They include the 
subj ect centered program in which subj ect matter follows 
divisions of research and methods are lecture, question and 
answer and so forth; the student-interest centered program 
in which conunon learning follows conunon interests and methods 
mainly involve problem solving;  and the core program in 
which social or cultural values are emphasized and subj ects 
are organized in social areas in which student-teacher 
planning guidance and problem methods of teaching are used . 
( 97 ,  pp . 243-3 3 5 )  
No matter which methods are used preparation is needed 
which should provide some type of structure for the entire 
year even though this may pose some problem in certain types 
of programs . This is necessary because one of the chief aids 
to learning is the sense of purpose it gives and the sense 
of achievement it produces .  Intellectual foresight and 
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coordination coupled with artistic harmony will result in a 
program that has strength . 
Requis ites for planning. Some of the requis ites for planning 
include cutting down monotony and varying the types of 
teaching so that the class should not always expect the same 
task. Highet has the following to say about planning: 
It is the structure of the whole course that matters 
most . The teacher who comes into a room without 
introduction and begins to talk about his subj ect 
without presenting it to the class as a whole composed 
of parts , each of which demands different treatments , 
is behaving like a newspaper editor who should print 
all the news j ust in the order in which it arrived, 
half a column of grain prices , one cartoon, and edi­
torial , ten reports of fires • • •  
To undertake to teach a complex subj ect without 
organizing one ' s  treatment of it so as to bring 
out its structure, and to discuss an artistic subj ect 
without giving,  in one ' s  own teaching, a s emblance 
of the order and harmony which are es sential attributes 
of art , is to neglect an important opportunity of 
teaching something greater and more important than 
any set of facts , to discourage one ' s pupil s ,  and to 
falsi fy one ' s  own true appreciation of the subj ect . 
{42,  89-90) 
It might be well to point out in relationship to 
planning that two primary defects of teaching are those of 
impracticality :  and repetition . Life is a process of constant 
change and no one should become static in his teaching . The 
last point to be made concerns the communication of knowledge . 
Highet says that if a teacher fails in this he has failed 
as a teacher . Even a mediocre scholar if good at communica-
tion may become an excellent teacher . (42)  
Educators 2!!. Teaching. This section is not strictly devoted 
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to comments by educators and teachers on teaching but individuals 
writing on art and art education are included as well . Perhap s ,  
t o  set the general tone o f  the discuss ion, this statement by 
Michael Grosser,  from his book on art and artists--THE PAINTER ' S  
EYE--is appropriate . He writes in respect to college and 
univers ity teaching: 
Not that the univers ities are capable of teaching 
painting ( art appreciation) well . The only 
subj ect they are properly equipped to teach are 
subj ects which can be learned from books . ( 37 ,  
p .  142 )  
This statement calls attention to the fact that little 
teaching employs any aids beyond the lecture notes and text . 
The university, education, teaching, learning, books , and 
the students are thought of in terms of their traditional 
context and setting . In respect to teaching, it means that 
the methods used are orthodox--and it is not necessary to 
spell out what orthosox teaching is--which ,  to say the least, 
is unsuitable for teaching art appreciation. Cantor and 
Carey in their recent book, THE TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS ,  
( 16 ,  pp . 59-7 9 )  in a series of statements believe that 
orthodox teaching is based on false assumptions to begin 
other words , " the most important j ob of the 
teacher is to encourage the pupil to want to 
learn . It is the proces s of learning and not the 
answers to questions which constitute the core 
of education . )  
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9 )  • • •  that education i s  primarily an intellectual 
process . { Every vital experience is itself, 
perceived, and understood as a whole • • •  The 
dilemma of  education, declares Lawrence K.  Frank, 
ari ses from belief in man as a rational being in 
whom emotion can be controlled by reason and 
intelligence . Educational programs shrink from 
frank acceptance of the underlying personality 
make-up and emotional educational situation 
be cause to do so would bring a widespread collapse 
of the whole educational philosophy and an under­
mining of approved pedagery . )  { 16 ,  p .  5 9-79 )  
Now, these nine assumptions are leveled at all that 
is held sacred ; in other words , ha llowed ground is being 
treaded upon;  but this is only the beginning; the time 
honored lecture system is s ingled out for attack by a number 
of educators and researchers . Alcorn, Houseman, and Schunert 
state in their book, BETTER TEACHING FOR SECONDl\RY SCHOOLS 
that " the chief indictment against the lecture method is the 
fact that the teacher , not the student , is one who is most 
active . He is the one who is doing the learning . " (p . 221)  
Returning to Cantor, momentarily,  he finds that 
students really have little interest in the teacher ' s  
knowledge--this is the substance of the lecture--and when 
students fail to understand or as simulate what has been 
taught, as a consequence, the teacher has failed to communicate . 
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Actually, what happens is that the student is listening, 
primarily in the frame work of the forthcoming test, to a 
series of facts which he hopes that he can memorize, and 
thereby answer the teacher ' s  questions . Thus , the information 
and battery of facts which the student has gathered--which he 
neither understands or assimulates--is related to answering 
quiz questions , and not to the students ' needs and interests . 
( 16 ,  p .  46)  
This , of course, completely ignores the fact that the 
most important aspect of obtaining knowledge and imparting 
facts is to raise the proper questions , state problems for 
which answers are available,  and to understand what is in­
volved . ( 1 6 ,  p .  4 5 )  Yet, in spite of this,  teachers believe 
that somehow, by means of their profound lecture, which is 
based on the contents of their notes--sometimes out of date-­
that the facts are trans ferred by means of a pencil or fountain 
pen to the students ' notebooks and they thereby know what has 
been said even though the significance of the lecture has 
pas sed right over the student ' s  head . This ,  according to 
Miller ( 69 ,  p .  250)  is the status of the lecture system. 
It is little wonder , then, that students do so poorly 
on examinations , if such is the state of affairs in respect 
to teaching and learning . S impson,  in a comprehens ive study 
of various teaching methods ,  found that lecture classes 
received the lowest rating for learning regardles s of the size 
of the class be it large or small, while discussion class es 
and experimental classes received the highest mean "Total 
Learning Quality score . 11 ( 96 ,  p .  68) 
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It should be apparent, by now, that, in general, lectur-
ing is not the most effective way of teaching, conununicating, 
or as Cantor effectively puts it: 
Talking is not teaching and listening is not learning. 
The teaching-learning process is an organic whole 
characterized by conununication, which ' involves 
language ' but which ' is more than language • • •  ' 
cantor then goes on to describe and define the teaching 
learning process in its proper conununicative context, thus : 
It is the teacher as a person, who use s ,  and the student 
as a person, who perceives , the language : together 
they determine the quality of conununication . ( 16 ,  
p .  4 2 )  
I n  actual practice what this means is that teaching 
begins where the student is and not where the teacher thinks 
he should be . New knowledge, facts, or information cannot 
merely be added by making a series of statements and def ini-
tions : rather, the latter must be " explored" in light of what 
the student already knows and understands , then gradually 
integrated into new modified facts , concept s ,  and definitions . 
( 16, p .  50 ) Thus ,  the teaching method can be cons idered as 
an " interacting proces s of pupil and teacher" and thereby 
involves what the learners and teachers do . ( 2 ,  p .  18) 
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What has been said indicates what should be done to im­
prove the lecture system; but it is doubtful if such changes 
in technique would prove successful . In general, the lecture 
demands something more drastic than postulating a few changes , 
which in the final analysis may be ineffective . 
If this is true in respect to imparting factual informa· 
tion which in part is related to a textbook, the s ituation in 
respect to the teaching of art appreciation is chaotic to say 
the least.  What needs to be done, as far as art appreciation 
is concerned, has been implied from the outset: the nature of 
art and art appreciation demand a different approach in terms 
of aims , goals and obj ectives ; disemmination of so-called 
" factual" information as well as visual information . A new 
kind of textbook is needed--as yet, such a book is not avail­
able, except for the BEHAVIOR OF MAN-- ( 99) ; and a type of 
classroom activity which works both ins ide and outside the 
regularly scheduled class is needed . 
Embodied in the above is an underlying conception which 
seriously needs to be cons idered by educators and teachers 
in general ; a bas ic fact which Al fred North Whitehead states 
in his book, THE AIMS OF EDUCATION AND OTHER ESSAYS : that 
the attempt to educate by reason without understanding and 
dealing with emotional contexts is " • • •  one of the most fatal, 
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erroneous , and dangerous conceptions ever introduced into the 
theory of education . "  ( 106,  p .  85)  
\'lliat is implied is that not only should the mind be 
trained but the senses as wel l .  This ,  of course, is where 
art appreciation comes in, which,  i f  to be effectively taught , 
requires an entirely different approach--in fact, a complete 
re-orientation in one ' s  thinking about the total s ituation . 
Creative Teaching . Education and teaching should be approached 
from a creative point of view regardless of what is taught . 
This approach will raise the traditional academic subj ects 
above the level of mediocti.'Q/ and dullness to something that is 
vital and meaningful in which classroom experiences will 
approximate the aesthetic experience .  For the teaching o f  art 
appreciation the utilization of the creative approach should 
be obvious : the arts are the product of creativity--and thus 
the arts are often referred to as the .. creative arts . "  
The word ,. creative " sets the direction teaching should 
take as well as the context of art appreciation . Art apprecia­
tion is not a subj ect matter course in the usual academic sense 
of the word having as its primary concern information about 
art ; rather , as Viktor Lowenfeld insists 11 • • •  it is much more 
important to make the individual sensitive to its art ' s ) 
' values ' • • • � (61,  p .  3 3 )  These follow in due time only after 
the student ' s  sensitivity has been developed and expanded . 
creative teaching will administer to this end . 
Victor D ' Amico voices a s imilar opinion in respect 
to the contrast between traditional and creative teaching . 
A statement from the Pref ace is pertinent in respect to the 
place of the arts in education: 
The arts are not thought of or ' dealt with in any 
classic or orthodox sense, but ( are thought of) as 
serving to arouse in the individual some des ire or 
need for creative experience and as opportunity for 
its cultivation . ( 24 ,  p .  viii) 
It was pointed out earlier that creativity (creative 
teaching) and art appreciation have many factors in common . 
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According to Klausmeir, the factors which they have in common 
are these:  l )  physical and mental potentiality ;  2 )  motiva-
tion ; 3 )  skill in use of materials and tools ; 4)  self-
expres sion ;  5) imagination ;  6 )  discrimination ; and 7 )  
emotionalized feelings . ( 5 1 ,  p .  3 5 0 )  Most of these factors 
have been discussed before;  here, understanding the relationship 
is of importance . It can be inferred that when students learn 
how the arts function in their daily lives their will be more 
appreciation for and understanding of the visual arts . ( 51 ,  
p .  37 2 )  
The r eason for the latter being s o  i s  that in a totally 
creative situation the individual is given the opportunity to 
choose those values in art which have s ignificance and meaning 
for him; this is the essence of appreciation,  according to 
Boss ing . ( 12 ,  p .  216)  The aesthetic experience that ensues 
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is a composite of sensory, feelings , emotional,  and intellec-
tual responses . ( 1 2 ,  p .  2 17 ) 
It follows , then, if all the s enses are involved besides 
the intellect that appreciation type learning deals with 
values inherent in the arts which is the factor which s ets art 
appreciation as well as teaching and learning apart from pure 
motor or ideational learning . ( 12 ,  p .  2 1 3 )  Creative teaching, 
then, can technically be defined as : 
• • •  sensitive insight · developmental guidance which 
makes learning experiences ( art experiences , too ) 
optimally educative and conducive to the development 
and fulfillment of the creative potentialities of 
individuals and groups . (p . 217 ) 
or in respect to the visual arts in particular, the aesthetic 
experience may be described as the satis factions that result 
from experiencing the beautiful in a situation--11harmony of 
color and sound, synunetry of shape, and rhythm of motion . 11 
(108,  p .  3 6 )  
Fostering the creative abilities and potentialities of 
the student is rarely done. Although method cannot accomplish 
miracles--the dull classroom routine kills any creative spark 
that might slowly be emerging . Creativeness is part of human 
growth ; there is not progress apart from this :  all civilization 
is based on it . Looked upon in this light the bas ic problem 
in education--let alone art appreciation--does not derive from 
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the attempt to make so-called uncreative individuals into 
creative ones . This is quite common everywhere and the blame 
can be laid at the doorstep of orthodox education. ( 108,  p .  ix) 
Turner , the great historian and student of culture and 
civilization, sums up the case for the importance of creativity 
as follows which serves as a fitting close to this aspect of 
the subj ect before going on to the specifics of creative 
teaching: 
When one stops to realize where man began, one 
realizes what Turner , the great historian meant 
when he said: ' Creativity is the central theme of 
human history. ' We cannot but agree with Turner when 
we realize that every structure,  every social develop­
ment, every achievement of man, every step in human 
advances s ince the beginning of time had to be 
creatively envis ioned and conceived, before it could 
be proj ected and realized,  and that the process 
goes on and on , as individuals in succes sive 
generations contribute increments along myriad 
lines of advances . ( 108,  p .  2 7 1 )  
The specifics of creative teaching . Creative teaching implies 
us ing a variety of methods and techniques ( 12 ,  p. 219) --tech-
niques which are di fferent from those us ed to teach skills 
and knowledge--learning activities and resources which will 
have varied appeal for all students who are not equally 
interested in the same thing . ( 1 ,  p .  201)  But once the 
methods and techniques have been developed they should not 
be reduced to patterns and formulas ; ( 10 8, p .  40)  the only 
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" rules " that one should follow religiously are the principles 
of art . There is no room in art or creativity for patterns 
and formulas nor should there be room in the educational-
teaching-learning process .  This is why, that with some 
reluctance,  the following general and specific procedures are 
suggested that may help the teacher to begin to teach creatively . 
In general, the stages in planning teaching and classroom 
activities are these :  1 )  pre-planning; 2 )  organizations of 
units and sequential activities ; and 3) emphasis of maj or 
details . { 51 ,  p .  194) At this point it is doubtful if the 
creative proces·s will be hampered, and it is believed that 
the following nine suggestions will prove to be a practical 
and helpful thereby giving a fitting close to this section on 
creative teaching . These suggestions , coming from Bos s ing, 
are as follows : 
1 )  The teacher must genuinely appreciate that 
which he wishes others to enj oy . 
2 )  The appreciation lesson should be so presented 
as to stimulate the student to further activity . 
3 )  For general appreciation, analys is should be 
restricted to those es s entials directly contribu­
tory to understanding . 
4)  Whatever is offered for appreciation should be 
presented in as  striking a manner as  poss ible . 
5 )  Appreciational teaching should b e  governed by 
the appropriateness of the s ituation . 
6)  The materials for appreciation should be 
within the range of the student ' s  under­
standing . 
7 )  Memorization (poetry) is often an effective 
means of teaching appreciation . 
8} Participation and express ion are very effective 
means of developing appreciation . ( Learn by 
doing ) (pp . 231-2 3 7 }  
Education and Imagination 
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Imagination plays an important role in the educational 
process and in its relationship to other aspects of individual 
growth and development . In respect to education and the 
imagination, Ralph Gerard states that education, means " leading 
out " ; but wonders sometimes if it is not more a " leading to" 
and should be called, " aducation . "  Certainly he says , 
• • •  it is not a stuffing in; at best it might be 
a building up of the capacities of the student, 
a maximiz ing of their use even if they cannot 
be actually made greater . And thi s ,  of course, 
means active, not pass ive, experience in the 
educational adventure .  ( S S ,  p .  11)  
Thus , education is not one thing but many in which 
" the education in early childhood is concerned with building 
up of the instrument of mind and with acquis ition of the 
basic concepts with which humans operate . " 
Later is a long period of lower education, in which 
the obj ective is pretty clearly indoctrination, 
enculturation, acquainting the new member with the 
smell of his nest, teaching reading, writing, 
and arithmetic . Thes e  things are absolutely 
necessary, and although this stage may involve some 
imagination it is mostly filling great masses of 
detail into established rubrics . Then comes higher 
education which should be, but rarely is,  devoted to 
questioning rather than inculcating the culture . 
Now the student should try to get outs ide of his 
mold, to do something different and creative, and 
therefore to question the existing culture . This 
is the only proper goal of general higher education 
as well as technical, specialized, professional 
higher education which would be more like the 
enculturation process and involves learning new 
specialized facts ,  acquiring new specialized 
techniques , entering a particular subculture. " 
( 5 5 ,  p .  14 ) 
Education, in the final analys is , is concerned with 
life, a life that in itself is creative . Activity in the 
creative arts and art appreciation help foster the creative 
faculties of the individual .  It is 
• • •  the search that matters ; the hunt and not the 
kill ; the process and not the product . In respect 
to art appreciation the same conditions hold; ' for 
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the intent in appreciation must be to s ecure the action 
of the life as a whole.  To this end, the two sorts 
of imagination work together . Appreciation is 
required for that understanding of the tradition without 
which the mind is dwarf ed. Appreciation of those 
works for which it has most affinity is the ground 
of much of its special development . Bµt limitless 
absorption of the influences of the past will hinder 
the growth of the spirit; it must enj oy the plenitude 
of experience in the less structured world of actual­
ity, that imagination master . • ( 5 5 ,  p .  30)  
s omeone may well state that artistic creativity is 
too special a goal, but ' there are many other ways 
of being creative, and many other ways of being 
related to art . Art is not only a solamn engagement 
for the person wholly involved in creativity ; the 
roots of art draw from everyone ' s potential , from 
his seeing, and hearing, and imagining . Every 
genuine eA'Press ion is an element of art . Education 
in art should, therefore, have as its bas ic purpose 
the opening-up of this prospect . It should make 
forms and fantas ies viable to the student, according 
to his gifts and inclinations . Art education does 
not aim at producing artists at once, but at making 
its students aware that art is in them as well as 
outs ide them: that art does not exist exclusively 
in its certified productions , but in the unhampered 
relishing of sensory perceptions , and in the free 
interplay of the imagination . '  ( 5 5 ,  p .  7 1 )  
Finally, i n  respect t o  experience and imagination ,  
• • •  it is one of the oldest principles o f  psychology 
that the imagination is controlled by the limits of 
one ' s  own experience and when the question comes 
of stimulating the imagination ,  clearly one of the 
things that could be counted upon to widen its scope 
would be to widen those limits . You cannot imagine 
anything you have never experienced or the parts of 
which you have never experienced . That is a very 
old story . And most of the fictitious monsters , such 
as centaurs,  are, as you all know, combinations of 
bits of experience we have had in the pas t .  The 
educator who is interested in extending the imagina­
tive processes of his students must do everything he 
can to see that the frontiers of e'(f)erience are not 
closed . ( 5 5 ,  p .  74) 
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Implications . on the basis of the foregoing, one can conclude 
that for effective, interesting, and stimulating teaching it 
must be based on the principles of des ign . such teaching, as 
pointed out , is generally described as creative . Creative 
teaching is not j ust confined to the arts , but is applicable 
to all areas of the curriculurn--social sciences , biological 
sciences , physical sciences , rnathematics--to mention only a 
few of those that are in the lime-light today . 
Unfortunately, in many instances , there is little 
creative teaching to be found in the aforementioned areas . 
9 1  
In fact, there i s  great need for creative teaching i n  these 
fields since national survival is dependent upon the advances 
made in all scienti fic areas . Here, the creative efforts 
and imagination are taxed to the limits . Creative teaching 
would stimu.la::e the imagination and foster creative thinking . 
At this point , it ·c;,.Jould be well to cons ider some comments 
in respect to education and the imagination . 
In this s ense art is the realm of emotional 
communication, inspired by the subconscious as well as 
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the conscious existence . Its imagery is inherent in and 
connected with the sensory experiences which eJq>ress a 
concept beyond the intellectual grasp, often the imponderable 
relationship of man as a biological and social species . 
This language of art has to be learned by frequent exposure 
to it . But even if psychological research should one day 
uncover the creative mechanics and the rich motivations of 
art , the aim would not be that everyone can or should become 
an " artist . "  i\rt cannot be taught , only the techniques to 
expres s a concept . This can lead to " art , " namely , to an 
organization of the elements of expres sion directed toward 
communication and social coherence .  
Maholy Nagy 
Teaching � � � � 
Many may not consider that teaching is an art form; 
still less are aware that Plato, in his REPUBLIC , (Bk .  I II) 
based his entire system of education on art . S ir Herbert 
Read, writing today also believes that education should be 
based on art . ( 88) Mortimer Adler holds a s imilar view .  
(41,  p .  209)  A quotation from each accompanied with some 
further comment will,  perhaps , indicate what is implied and 
set the stage for the discussion that follows . It is not 
intended, at this point, to become involved in various 
philosophies of education . 
9 3  
P lato: art and education. It is in Book III of the REPUBLIC 
and Book II of the Li�WS ( 84)  where Plato develops his unique 
theory of education . In essence,  the basic ideas may be 
summed up as follows . 
Plato ' s  concept of music, poetry, and gymn�stics play 
one of the primary roles in education . It is his doctrine 
of the " Inherence of soul in mus ic , " which is not only 
important in Plato ' s  philosqphy of aesthetic s ,  but is the 
bas is of his elaborate system of education . For Plato mus ic 
partakes of the soul :in which music is a part, is a "mimic 
presentation of manners ,  with all variety of action and 
circumstance • • •  " ( 84 , Bk . III)  The " manners , "  in turn, are 
related to the morally good and the "good " to the eternal or 
ideal good ; therefore, it is the essence of music to express 
this dispos ition . In other words , good mus ic expresses a 
good temperment . For Plato, then, " The goodness of mus ic 
waits upon the ethical inquiry into the goodness of  men " ; 
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a theory "which declines to separate the pleasant" (the enj oy­
ment of art) " from the j ust .  11  (g�od) ( 84,  Bk. I I I )  
Th i s  being so,  Plato then applied the entire range and 
pattern of all the musical arts to the malleable substance 
of the childs ' soul . Plato conceived of the learning process 
in children as involving a large measure of inunediate and 
unconscious absorption of form and habit--the form refering to 
the organizational qualities of the art form and the habit as 
the same responses to the art obj ect: the form of the music 
and the habits are the same . 
Thus , in the program of education which Plato describes 
at length is the REPUBLIC and LAWS , he relied heavily on this 
pos s ibility of the unconscious assimilation of manners and 
good taste. " Rhythm and harmony find their way to the inmost 
soul and take the strongest hold on it . "  ( 84) Further , 
" it is • • •  inevitable that a man should grow like whatever he 
enj oys , whether good or bad • • •  " ( 84)  Good art is uplifting ; 
bad art degrading . 
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This should be enough to indicate Plato ' s  thinking on 
the subj ect . Translating, for purposes here, the qualities 
in art--unity, harmony, grace, poise,  rhythm, order, balance, 
contrast--are the same ones needed to mold the individual into 
a coherent whole, that make his experiences vital and meaning-
ful , and that make all of life worthwhile . While this is a 
broad and all-encompass ing statement this is precisely what 
Plato had in mind in the following discussion between Socrates 
and Glaucon . It is quoted and continues : 
" • • • good and bad rhythm naturally assimilate to a 
good and bad style:  and that harmony and discord 
in like-manner follow style :  for our principle is 
that rhythm and harmony are regulated by words " 
{poetry) " and not the words by them. " 
" Just so, " he said, " they should follow the words . "  
" zmd will not the words and the character of style 
depend upon the temper of the soul ? "  
"Yes . " 
"And everything else on style . "  
"Yes . "  
" Then beauty of style and harmony and grace and good 
rhythm depend on simplicity of rightly and nobly or­
dered mind and character, not that other s implicity 
which is only euphemism for folly . 11 
" Very true, " he replied. 
"And if our youth are to do their work in life, must 
they not make these graces and harmonies their 
perpetual aim? " 
" They must . "  
"And surely the art of the painter and every other 
creative and constructive art are full of them, -­
weaving, embroidery, architecture, and every kind 
of manufacture ;  also nature,  animal and vegetable, -­
in all of them there is grace or the absence of 
grace.  And ugliness and discord and inharmonious 
motion are merely allied to ill words and ill nature, 
as grace and harmony are the twin sisters of 
goodnes s and virtue and bear their likeness . "  ( 84 }  
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This beautifully written dialogue gives a good ins ight 
into Plato ' s  conception of art and how it is related to the 
education of youth and man . S implicity is the first great 
principle, and a principle which is found widely spread in 
nature and art ; secondly, children and youth must mature, grow 
and develop amidst impres s ions of grace and beauty only, and, 
thirdly, the power of imparting grace is pos sessed by harmony . 
In es sence, the principles of art must be applied to 
all the activities of man; only then will the " true , " and 
" good, " and the "beautiful " be s imultaneously realized . This 
is one of the reasons why, among others Haggerty insisted that 
art be regarded as a "way of life" ; ( 38} , why Read based his 
system of education on art ; why Dewey defined art as an experi-
ence;  why Adler referred to any of the activities of man, 
including teaching, as " artistic enterprise . " (41 ,  p .  209}  
Yes , dwelling among the arts will eventually make 
differences, affecting the very soul of man, his attitudes , 
outlook on life, and the way he lives . I f  art has such power 
why not apply it to teaching and education; if for no other 
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reason than this , art education and art appreciation are 
j ustified--this is one of the reasons why, as courses , they 
are part of the curriculum and regarded as the primary link 
in the educational process .  More than two thousand years ago 
Plato saw that this is so;  now, two thousand years later, man 
is just beginning to realize the import of his wisdom--better 
late than never ! Need any more be said . 
�: education through art . This particular paragraph 
from Read ' s  book, EDUCATION THROUGH ART, { 88)  serves as the 
springboard for many of the ideas developed rn his book. At 
the same time, for purposes of this particular section,  it 
indicates the relationship between art, teaching, and education . 
He begins by defining education: 
Education is the fostering of growth, but apart from 
physical maturation, growth is only made apparent 
in expression--audible or visible signs and symbols . 
Education may therefore be defined as the cultivation 
of modes of expres sion • • •  " 
This is similar to 1\dler ' s  concept which will be discussed 
shortly . Read then elaborates upon what he means by "modes 
of expres sion . " 
It is teaching children and adults how to make 
sounds , images , movements , tools and utens ils . 
A man who can make such things well is an 
educated man . " ( 88,  p .  11)  
Thus , according to Read, if an individual does any of 
these things well,  he is a good speaker,  musician, poet, 
painter , sculptor , dancer, workman, or craftsman . Further , 
all of one ' s  faculties--thought, logic,  memory, sensibility, 
and intellect--are involved in the proces s ,  processes which 
involve art ; that is , the various qualities of art related 
to creativity and design . Thus , in this sense " • • •  art i s  
nothing but the good making o f  sounds , images ,  etc • • •  1 1  and 
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the " • • •  aim of education is therefore the creation of artists • • •  
of people efficient in the various modes of e:x:press ion . 11 
( 88, p .  11)  
Adler :  education � � artistic enterprise.  The very nature 
of this sub-title indicates Adler ' s  concept of education. To 
fully appreciate his definition, one would have to become 
involved in its philosophical development ; but for purposes 
here, j ust the definition is sufficient . Adler defines educa-
tion as follows : 
Education is the process by which those powers 
( abilities , capacities ) of men that are susceptible 
to habituation are perfected by good habits , through 
means artistically contrived, and employed by any 
men to help another man or himself achieve the end 
in view. ( 4 1 ,  p .  209)  
Here education is conceived as a process ; the " good" 
refers not to any kind of habits but to those traditionally 
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regarded as the virtues and associated with values ; " means 
artistically contrived--and this is the key phrase in the 
definition--which makes the process of education an " artistic 
enterprise, " that i s ,  a process that involves the principles 
of art or is s imilar to the creative process ; which is the 
best means to achieve the des ired goal , the good habits that 
ultimately lead to the satis faction of the bas ic needs and 
des ires or promotion of the human values . 
Thus , any man that "helps " another or himself to 
achieve this goal is engaged in the teaching or educational 
process ; "help, " in this  case ,  is another word for teaching. 
The latter , however , must conform to and partake of the 
creative or artistic proces s :  the " artistic enterprise, " as 
Adler calls it . 
Creative teaching. ·while there are many varying ideas as to 
the nature of creativity, it is important, at this point , to 
consider some of the " facts , " since the latter have a direct 
relationship to creative teaching . 
In recent years a cons iderable amount of research has 
been devoted to creativity in an effort to discover its basic 
nature . on a large scale is  the Ten-Year study of Norman c .  
Meier ( 68) ; also that o f  Portnoy ( 85 )  and S chaefer-s irmnern ( 83 )  
who have written at length on the subj ect . In an effort to put 
more light on the subj ect, Brewster Ghiselin has edited a 
s eries of descriptions of the creative process by artists , 
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scientists , inventors ,  writers , and poets . { 32 )  However , for 
irranediate purposes , the findings of two reports are relevant, 
that which appeared in a bulletin, an article by Harold H.  
lmderson, " Creativity and Education" { 3 )  and another which 
appeared in a yearbook, Robert c .  Wilson ' s  account of the 
research done in the field, s imply entitled " Creativity . 11 (41) 
In respect to the first mentioned, Anderson postulates 
nine basic propositions delineating the nature of creativity 
as related to the educational proces s ;  they are : 1 )  creativity 
as product and process ;  2 )  process of creativity exists only 
in the moment of now; 3)  the product of creativity exists only 
in the past;  4) creativity, however , is based upon an awareness 
of the past ; 5 )  creativity as a quality of protoplasm; 6 )  
creativity a s  harmonious interacting ; 7 )  creativity a s  a 
development process ; 8) unlimited scope of creativity ;  and 
9 )  creativity as a function of the unconscious . 
These propos itions , or the manner in which creativity 
may be cons idered, directly influence the teaching of art 
appreciation ; so they will be corranented upon briefly for 
purposes of clarification . In respect to the first proposi­
tion, " creativity must be thought of as a process of planning, 
experiencing, acting by the person who is creating the 
product . "  ( 3 , pp . 1-5)  
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The next three propos itions are related . Obvious ly, a 
·work of art can only be described after it has been completed 
for creativity is unpredictable; further , the "products of 
the sciences and the arts not only belong to the past--they 
take on the characteristics of the crystallized c losed system 
of the past . " ( 3 , p .  2 )  While this is true, most creative 
individuals indicate that they owe a great debt to past 
creators and their accompli shments .  
The last several propositions are also related . A 
fact that is often overlooked is that all of life is in the 
proces s of creation ; that therefore,  man, himself, is a result 
of this process and by nature is creative : in short, creativ-
ity is the es sence of life . ( 3 , p .  3 )  The last proposition 
i s ,  perhaps , the most signi ficant because of its implications 
for teaching ; the role of the unconsc ious and the truth 
within one ' s  sel f .  
Here the world uncovered by Freud i s  brought into play . 
It has been found that , upon re-examination, that the concepts 
of Freud are bas ic to the primary elements in the universe-­
love, life,  growth, communication ,  harmony, evolution, and 
cosmos . It is  on these elements ,  which are deep-seated in 
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the subconscious , upon which the creator draws ; or, at least, 
they feel that they cannot produce a thing of beauty, harmony, 
and truth unles s they draw on this well-spring because the 
conscious and cultural world of the adult is  intolerant of 
truth and beauty as the creator sees it . ( 3 ,  p .  4 )  
In other words , all the elements making up the obj ective 
world are in conflict with the creative process .  �'1hile the 
MICHIG2\N STATE REPORT considered broad propositons , the YEARBOOK 
is more concerned with definition and specific process .  Although 
there are a multiplicity of meanings and no particular agree­
ment on the various steps involved, in respect to the latter, 
it is felt that this much can be said: creativity generally 
involves the following stages -- 1 )  preparation; 2 )  incubation ; 
3 )  illumination : and 4 )  verification . This view is supported 
by artists , scientists , and researchers who have described 
their creativity . ( 4 ,  p .  111-113)  
In attempting to define creativity, it  is suggested to 
take the following ideas and terms into consideration ; primary 
mental abilities ; s ens itivity to problems ; associative fluency ; 
ideational fluency ; flexibility of ideas ; adaptive and 
spontaneous flexibility ; originality ; redefinition ; and ability 
to improvis e .  I n  other words , these are elements which 
characterize the nature of creativity and at the same time 
indicate what needs to be fostered in the individual .  ( 4 ,  p .  1 1 3) 
1 0 3  
Viewed from another standpoint , these characteristics are 
obj ectives toward which the teacher should strive : an indi­
vidual instilled with these qualities would surely be a good 
appreciator . Thus particular methods and conditions for 
achieving such goals need to be cons idered. S igni ficantly, 
environmental conditions are most influential . One aspect of 
this was touched upon in conjunction with the phys ical setting : 
here, it is the all-encompass ing effect of the environment 
that is considered . It is generally agreed that environmental 
conditions which foster creativity and appreciation are those 
which encourage independent thought , which are permissive of 
new ideas , and allow for self-evaluation not imposed evaluation . 
In respect to the first two, the methods and techniques 
developed by Osborn apply, such as "brainstorming ., and various 
types of problem solving which are intended to help develop 
or foster sens itivity,  ideational fluency, originality in 
thought and action, re-definition abi lity,  understanding of 
creativity,  and art . ( 7 7 )  
on the basis o f  all o f  the foregoing one can safely 
conclude that the orthodox, traditional , and academic approach 
to education and teaching would fall far short of achieving 
the above obj ectives : teaching must be creative and visual1 
not traditional and verbal .  
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� fQ.f.m and des isn 2!_ teaching. The form that teaching takes 
is precisely the same as found in any great work of art ; that 
is,  the manner in which the elements are organized determine 
the resultant form which the art obj ect assumes . The form or 
pattern of creative teaching therefore, reflects the same 
organizational procedures as thos e  used by the artist . The 
rules which govern those " organization procedures " are, of 
course, the principles of design . These have been discussed 
previously so that information will not be repeated here, 
except to list them again . In other words , the teacher must 
keep the des ign principles in mind when she plans her course 
or his course . The class ics called these principles unity,  
clarity and order ; �anet K.  Smith speaks of them as emphasis,  
balance, and rhythm ( 9 8) , and P epper ( 83 )  talks of them as 
theme and variation, gradation, restraint, and contrast.  For 
practical purposes of i llustration Pepper ' s  principles have 
been used in this paper , but actually they all have about the 
same meaning . All too often teaching lacks these ingredients 
which could transform a dull lesson into an exhilerating 
experienc e .  Many teachers fail t o  realize that the " forms " 
that they create must resemble a work of art . 
In the final analysis , what this means is that the form 
of education, likewise,  should assume the same resemblances 
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thereby, the goals and obj ectives will not only be realized, 
but meanwhile, the ensuing experiences will be most satisfying 
and rewarding . Putting it another way, neither the form or 
the process --teaching and learning--need be dull and boring . All 
it takes to transorm the latter is creative teaching and 
des igning; of course, this is  eas ier said than done . The final 
s ection will suggest one practical way in which this can be 
accomplished; there,  all the concepts that have been developed, 
thus far, in respect to the teaching of art appreciation , will 
be utilized--the trans formation of theory into practice . 
Before doing so,  a few points in this section need to 
be clarified ;  for one thing, the relationship between teaching, 
planning (des igning) , education, experience, and art . The 
common denominator between all of them is  that their respective 
structures are based on the same principles . Phus ,  by employing 
these principles of art, teaching is transformed into creative 
teaching ; planning into designing ; education into something 
that is satisfying and rewarding ; experience into an aesthetic 
experience--all of which have something to do with art . 
The second point to be explained is that the teaching of 
art appreciation was purposly omitted, so that it could be 
shown that the ideas presented apply to all forms of teaching 
and sUbj ect matter and are not necessarily confined to the art 
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field . The concepts apply equally as well to the teachers of 
physic s ,  chemistry, biology, mathematics , and all the other 
academic areas that could be mentioned. Here, believe it 
or not, creative teaching could per form the miracle that would 
develop the creative scientists that are needed to compete in 
the titanic struggle for the dominance of space .  
The question can be raised: when will the teachers of 
s cience let art perform its miracles ? They have the answer 
in the snow crystals and the countles s other forms that are 
found in nature ;  yes , the e�cpanding universe, its elf, exhibits 
all the qualities in art . This they could readily see, i f  
they would only learn t o  look . 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE TEACHING OF ART APPRECIATION 
Principles and Obj ectives 
In this chapter previous ly given ideas and theories 
have been welded together in an attempt to present a practical 
day by day plan for teaching-learning activities . Whether 
this planning is for one day or the entire course the same 
principles of art apply ; this ,  as pointed out many times , will 
make each classroom experience more vital and meaningful and 
the course, as a whole, will be more unified and coherent, 
thereby approximating the aesthetic experience . 
Besides the use of the art principles it is necessary 
to establish some obj ectives or goals that are to be achieved 
through art education . Listed are some of these obj ectives, 
most of which have been discuss ed in the paper . 
The following unit was designed for a general college 
course called ART IN HUMAN AFFAIRS . Students taking this 
course seldom have had previous training in art . Nine of the 
films whk::h serve as springboards for the course are presented 
from the televis ion series " The Arts Around Us . "  These are 
from the Hoefstra College under the direction of  Dr . Malsom 
Preston . Textbooks which could be used, but which are not 
per fect, are Pepper ' s  THE PRINCIPLES OF ART APPRECIATION and 
Joshua Taylor ' s  LEARNING TO LOOK. Both of these are listed 
in the Bibliography . Any course could have been chosen and 
there is no particular signi ficance attached to the material 
presented here but the conunents will serve the reader with 
the really important ideas . The reason for including the 
course was to illustrate how the principles and ideas given 
could work 
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Maj or QE. ultimate educational obj ectives . The maj or obj ective 
is promotion of the basic human values . The arts , not only 
serve thes e, but enrich and ta:rl to integrate them, as well .  
They are aesthetic, economic , intellectual, psychological, 
phys ical , and s ocial . 
Specific obj ectives : art appreciation . The specific obj ec-
tives are listed below: 
s eeing 
sensitivity 




What is meant by experience,  here, is everyday class 
exper i ences which are broader than skills , activities , etc . 
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The experiences that are aimed for here are those that 
approximate the aesthetic experience .  Actually these exper-
iences listed apply to an introductory course in art appreciation . 
The experiences which are indicated on the chart which 
follows are suggestive of the type of clas sroom activities 
that the teacher could develop ; the comments on the left 
indicate how ordinary " lesson plans " are transformed into 
vital experiences . In an ideal situation these classes would 
not meet every day but might meet every other day giving the 
student time to read, look at pictures ,  etc . 
Day Experience Comments 
1 Introduction ; student Looking at the " Forty Days " as 
2 
3 
essay :  "What is Art" a whole one will notice that the 
experiences , for the most part , 
are varied from day to day which 
is in keeping with the art 
principles . 
Film: "What is Art " 
Introduction: pre­
sentation: discuss ion . 
Film quiz . 
Bulletin-board­
lecture-discus sion: 
What is Art? from 
other points of view 
Theme : The theme is set the 
first day in the form of an 
introductory lecture and 
immediate student participation . 
The variation as well as contrast 
is secured by the film and 
related activities . 
As one moves from day to day 
he will note that an interesting 
series of experiences have been 
planned that logically lead 
one into another . This is another 






cussion of many 
different kinds of 
art as poss ible . 
Film: The Elements 
of Art . Introduc­
tion ;  presentation ; 
follow-through . 
Discuss ion of line 
and form using 
blackboard diagrams , 
and variety of ex­
amples : obj ects ,  
slides , prints,  etc . 
1 10 
Comments 
is also related to graduation 
which avoids monotony, progress ively 
increases interest, and comes to 
a gradual climax. 
Another principle that is kept in 
mind is that of Balance :  a balance 
between films and lecture-discuss ion 
or between visual and verbal 
presentation--between a well­
lighted and d imly lit room, etc . 
This ,  too,  avoids monotony, sus ­
tains interest , and provides a 
certain amount of coherence and 
unity . 
Thi s  also re-enforces another 
principle that of Restraint, which 
prevents one aspect of a subj ect 
or experience from being over­
emphasized or repeated over and 
over again at the expens e of the 
whol e .  
These are the bas ic art principles 
which are " at work" in this forty 
day program; principles which are 
not only applied to the des ign of 
the forty days as a whole but to 
the activities of each day as well • • •  
A work of art is des igned in the 
same manner • • •  Now, for a closer 
look at these principles . 
Contrast : In teaching one of the 
most frequent mistakes made is that 
of " boring the students to tears " 
s imply by failing to vary tech­
niques . For example television 
commercials capitalize on dramatic 
contrasts as an attention-getting 












types of exercises 
will be introduced . 
Procedure as above 
except as related 
to mas s  and space . 
Test.  
1 1 1  
Comments 
use the dramatic effects of con­
trast in their teaching and 
classroom activities to sustain 
interest and foster learning . 
Thus , methods and techniques 
producing contrast involve 
different teaching procedures . 
These are described in the next 
section which takes a " closer 
look" at a particular segment of 
the forty-day sequence.  
Gradation or sequence :  
This principle is best exempli­
fied in terms of the over-all 
development of the course or a 
particular segment . In either 
case, it is the gradual movement 
from one idea or segment to 
another or the progress ion from 
the s imple to the complex or as 
one activity leads into another . 
In sum, it is a gradual unfolding 
of logically related clas sroom 
activities , an additive process 
of various experiences : intel­
lectual , emotionai, and visual . 
Theme and variation: 
In painting, for example, it con­
ists in the selection of some 
easily recognizable pattern, such 
as a group of lines or shapes , 
which is then varied in any manner 
that the imagination suggests . 
This creates interest and thereby 
avoids monotony . S imilarly, as 
the outline of the course reveals , 
there is one dominate idea, which 
i s  related to the primary obj ec­
tive : then, there are various 
deviations , only to return to the 






Film: Art as Order : 
Introduction,  pre­
sentation :  follow­
through . 
Blackboard diagrams 
examples , etc . and 
discussion of  order, 
balance, rhythm ,,  etc . 
and their relation­
ship to the elements 
of art, man, nature, 
and the univers e .  
Students take writ­
ten and drawn notes . 
Various practice 
tests pertaining to 
" material covered 
thus far . 
" Graves Visual 
Des ign Test" time 
permitting, dis ­
cuss ion o f  
" practice tests . "  
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Comments 
By the same token, there is one 
dominate method of presentation-­
the motion picture film: the 
variations,  of course, are the 
other audio-visual techniques and 
procedures that are j udicious ly 
interj ected. 
Restraint: 
This  was commented upon before, 
but needs clarification . In art 
especially painting, it is the 
recognition of the necess ity for 
economizing the expenditure of 
interest so that it will be ade­
quately distributed over the whole 
extent of a work of art . 
The same factor is taken into 
consideration in respect to the 
development of the particular course 
line in question . In actual 
practice what this means is that 
the teacher does not dwell too 
long on one particular area and 
thereby los e the interest of the 
students . When this occurs ,  it 
is difficult to "push on . " Thus , 
the teacher who keeps this princ i­
ple in mind will not expend the 
interest of the students all at once. 
Finally,  while the principles of 
art remain the same, their utiliza­
tion varies from artist to artist 
and from age to age . This  is s elf­
evident from glance at art history :  
furthermore the elements that all 
artists work with are the same . 
Teachers , too, work with s imilar 
elements--in this case the audio­











Discus sion of 
symbols , s igns , etc . 
with illustrations 
as related to verbal 
and non-verbal 
communication . 
Four or five 
students report 
on artists and how 
they " communicate" 
their ideas through 
their work; paint­
ing,  sculpture, 
architecture, etc . 
Analys is Practice 
Tests--Principles 
elements ,  communi­
cation . 
1 1 3  
Comments 
procedures--and have the same 
principles at their dispos al ; but , 
as in the case of every great 
artist, the teacher must learn to 
use the principles in her own way . 
This calls for creativenes s ,  
inventivenes s ,  imagination and 
ingenuity on the part of the 
teacher . 
Each teacher must work with the 
visual and factual materials he 
has at hand or finds pos sible to 
get and use-. Any good collection 
of visual and written information 
may be used and presented according 
to the principles just given . The 
plan cited here may serve as a 
practical guide or something quite 
different which still follows the 
principles may be used. The main 
idea is always to provide for the 
aesthetic experience. 
Team teaching could be used 
effectively many times in the 
art appreciation program. Visit­
ing artists could be called upon 
to discus s or demonstrate their 
work . 
students should be given an oppor­
tunity to express their views and 
discus s them with the instructor 
as well as with one another s ince 
more learning takes place when the 
student takes an active part in 
the course. 
Film Guides : To facilitate maximum 
learning from the films and other 
audio-visual materials , a Film 














that psychology has 
made to art ,  
expecially 
commercial art . 
Visual Haptic 
Tests . Explanation 





vertising, etc . 
Film: creativity . 
2 2  Discus sion of the 
creative process and 
creative activities . 




Creative proj ect . 
creative proj ect . 
Class activity . 
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should contain an outline of the 
film; a synopsis of the film; re­
lated readings ;  ass igned written 
or creative· work ; picture study 
and mis cellaneous information . 
F i lm Presentation: Before pre­
senting the film the student is  
requested to turn to the film 
outline upon which the instructor 
will make appropriate comments 
relative to the film; such as , 
what to watch for, what is 
particularly important , and 
pointing out that this outline 
s erves as a guide to note-taking 
in respect to the film; even 
though the student has a synopsis 
of the fi lm for reference purposes , 
note-taking keeps one alert and 
observant . Thereby one " sees " the 
film and does not merely " s it 
through it . " 
Tests : Tests may be the traditional 
type of essay and obj ective test 
but should be supplemented with 
other types . Tests can be 
sketched, visual , essay,  or ob­
j ective concerning something 
visual or they may be visual 
analysis , drawn analys is , or 
oral . 
Creative activities : It is 
always a good idea to let students 
try out what they have been 
learning . They need to know 
how the imagination, original 
thinking, creating really feels 
and how it works . Always look­
ing at other people ' s  work does 
not always bring this understanding . 
Appreciation often follows doing. 
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Days Experience Comments 
2 5  Film: Changing 
Styles in Art ; 
introduction; 
pres entation ;  
follow-through . 
Terms di ffer as different people 
talk about art principles . The 
classics often used the terms 
unity, clarity and order . Janet 
K. Smith class ifies them as 
emphasis , balance, and rhythm. 





3 1  
tion o f  styles ; have about the same meaning . 
bulletin board, 
slides , prints;  I f  possible students should 
discuss ion of style attend galleries and art shows 
in other fields to extend their knowledge and 
such as music,  appreciation . Often the student 
literature and can develop new and better 
dancing . attitudes about works of art 
Review of styles 
using different 
visual materials . 
Various practice 
tests relating 
to style .  
Film: Art and Science 
introduction ; 
presentation ;  
follow-through . 
Lecture-discussion 
of influence of 
science and technology 
on art ; appropriate 
examples , etc . 
Film: " Donald Duck 




after seeing them in different 
contexts and realizing that other 
people enj oy what he has not . 
Proj ect s ,  activities , and tests 
should serve various purposes . 
Some should be aimed at getting 
the student to " see, " " feel , " 
" imagine, "  or " create . " The 
practice derived in doing these 
things will help the student 
understand the work of art . 
An example of how this could be 
done might be as follows : 
Each student might be asked to 
create from a photograph or 
illustration four new pictures 
in four different styles . This 
would force the student to find 
out something about styles , 
scrutinize artists ' work in 
various styles carefully, and use 
his imagination in creating his 
styles which are developed from 
the original illustration or 
photograph he has s elected . He 
will also begin to see how the 
32  








varied practice tests 
and creative exer­
cises pertaining 
to preparation . 
F ilm: You the 
Beholder ; 
introduction; 
pres entation ; 
follow-through . 
35  Panel discus sion of  
various aspects of 
the film. 
36 student discus sion 
on What is art 
appreciation . 
37 student discus sion 
on What is art . 
3 8  Lecture giving other 
people ' s  ideas on 
art and appreciation . 
39 Pra c ti c e tests : 
vJhich of those works 
of art do you like 
or dislike--really 
appreciate . 
40 student essay :  
vfua t is  art and 
What is  art 
appreciation? 
Comments 
artist works and views his 
subj ect matter . 
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Other methods might include 
tests to determine students ' 
sense of touch, color preference, 
color distinction, design 
preference,  ability to arrange 
obj ects , color as sociation, 
reaction to symbols , ability 
to analyze for various elements ,  
discrimination tests,  etc . 
Although results of these tests 
may not be definite they can be 
useful as indicators and in 
offering students varied exper­
iences and ideas . 
- - - - - --- - - - - - -- --- - - - - - - - - --- - - ---- - --- --- - -- - ------ - - - --- - - ----
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Now look at one day in detail to see how the art 
principles can work in an everyday s ituation .  The tenth day 
has been chosen as an example . It should be noted that on the 
ninth day the film "Art as Order " was shown . Each student has 
been supplied with a film synopsis and also has his notes on 
the film. The film synopsis includes textbook ass ignments , 
suggested outside readings , and specific assignments concerning 
the film and filmstrips to be shown . This work which will 
involve picture study as well as reading and writing and 
perhaps some creative work is all to be done outside the class . 
The film " Art as Order ,. dealt with the following ideas 
or principles : order , form follows function, balance,  theme 
and variation, dominance and subordination,  unity, rhythm and 
sequence .  These principles can be discus sed and demonstrated 
in various ways . The following is a list of a few ideas that 
can be used . 
Bulletin board discussion . The bulletin board display might 
include a vocabulary list and particular quotes related to 
the fi lm as well as prints and illustrations that can be used 
as supplementary instructional material . Material may contrast 
with or enhance the film.  The instructor should explain and 
point out the importance of various illustrative and factual 
material related to this bulletin board . 
Prepared Demonstrations . The essential quality of order can 
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be demonstrated in the use of the following: a sentence,  a 
stanza of poetry , a bar of music, a brief dance, architecture, 
painting , s culpture,  a ball game , a flower arrangement, furnish­
ings , a college program, a church s ervice .  The students can 
also be shown what happens when order is lacking in some of 
these things . For example the instructor could bring some 
flowers and show the class the difference between an ordered 
arrangement and flowers stuffed in a bowl . A paragraph which 
lacks order could be used, as well as tones or notes without 
structure or an example of a college program that lacks direction. 
Many other similar examples could be used according to the 
instructor ' s  taste . 
In order to demonstrate that form should follow function 
the instructor might select some manufactured items which 
follow this principle and others which do not for class 
comparison and discuss ion . 
Balance could be illustrated by us ing the human body and 
natural phenomena as well as man-made materials . The uneas ines s  
and disturbance caused by unbalance could b e  discus sed . 
Blackboard drawings 2!:. examples . students should be asked to 
sketch these simple examples in their notebooks . 
Examples of order versus chaos . 
Examples of types of balanc e .  
Examples o f  contrast and lack o f  contrast . 
Examples of dominance and lack of dominance . 
These various teaching ideas that have been discus sed 
are suggestive of things that could be done for one day and 
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by no means exhaust the pos s ibilities . Here again the intent 
is to avoid having a monotonous teaching s ituation . Also 
the purpose was to elaborate in some detail various techniques 
that can be used during the year which can aid in developing 
an artistic program. 
Summary. In summary basic principles and ways and means for 
teaching art appreciation have been considered and a basic 
philosophy for the teaching of art appreciation has been 
developed . This pointed out that the teaching of art apprecia-
tion should approximate an aesthetic experience s ince this 
type of experience is cons idered most pleasurable and is also 
remembered the longest . Furthermore all aesthetic experiences 
are based on the principles of art and these principles should 
be us ed in the teaching of art appreciation . A chart was 
included to show how this idea could be carried out in a 
practical program. 
Various aspects of art and art appreciation have been 
cons idered since it was felt that the teacher must know a 
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great deal about the nature of art and art appreciation . ?i.lso 
since art is a visual subj ect and the teacher must employ 
visual means of teaching, perceptual processes were di scus sed . 
I t  •das s tres s ed. that the student must be able to " see " 
before he can possibly appreciate . 
Expanding knowledge and a faster pace of living have 
placed an increas ing amount of respons ibility upcn today ' s  
teacher . The use of teaching aids seems almost indespensible 
if the student of art is to develop an appreciation that 
encompasses the visual world in which we live . Teachers must 
be able to adopt new techniques and methods i f  they are to help 
the student increas e  his scope and realize all his potential­
ities . This calls for a versatile teacher who can sense the 
weaknesses and strong points of his pupils and who can provide 
experiences that will foster appreciation . It is hoped that 
this paper will help the teacher understand how to provide these 
experiences . 
Implications of this  study . As ide from the first chapter an 
entire book could be written upon new criteria for setting up 
a better program from each chapter . For exaraple, each chapter 
could provide the bas is for a master ' s  thesis . However, one 
of the purposes of this paper was : 1 )  to s et down the bas ic 
1 2 1  
ideas to develop, on the one hand a philosophy for teaching 
upon which techniques and procedures are based and 2 )  bas ic 
concepts for a syllabus or textbook on the other . 3 )  As an 
offshoot for this ,  many ideas were indicated for developing 
different types of practice tests to stimulate and foster 
appreciation of art . 4 )  This paper should make one aware of 
the problems associated with teaching art appreciation . 
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